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SYNOPSIS 
This study examines the socio- economic status 
of In dian women in the plantation . Utilizing a 
sociological approach , the research was conducted among 
45 Indian women respondents in Ladang Cha ' ah , an oil 
palm plantation in the state of Johore in Peninsular 
Malay sia . The thesis is presen t ed in five chapters. 
The first chapte r is an introductory chapte r 
whi ch explai ns the objec tive of the r esearch and the 
sociological methods used to obtain data on the subject 
of study. It also discusses the theoretical framework of 
the research and the traditional image of women in the 
Indian culture . The second chapter gives a brief 
historical perspective of the plantation community but 
mainly focuses on the place of resear c h with a ge neral 
description of the setting . It also discusses the 
occupational st ructu re , income and expe nditure patterns 
within the estate . The main part of chapter th r ee is a 
discussion on the position of women in relation to work . 
This is divided into estate work and domestic work where 
the status o f women is examined with re ga rds to her 
economic and social functions within and outside the 
home . Attention is also paid to leisure activities among 
these plantation workers . 
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Chapter four begins with an introduction to 
the importa nce of education with regards to social 
status and continues with an analysis of the educational 
attainment among the women respondents . It further 
explains the factors affecting educational achievements 
among these plantatio n women. Finally, chapter five 
gives a general analysis of hte status of Indian women 
in the plantation in line with the theoretical 
perspective and concludes with a few suggestions on how 
to improve th e socio- economic status of these women in 
the plantations. 
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SINOPSIS 
Kajian ini adalah satu percubaan untuk 
mengutaraka n kedudukan sosio-ekonomi wanita India di 
sektor per 1 adangan . Dengan menggunakan sa tu pendekatan 
sosiologikal, kajian ini dijalankan di kala nga n 45 orang 
wanita India di Ladang Cha ' ah , iaitu sebuah lad an g 
kel apa sawit di negeri Johor di Semenanjung Malaysia . 
Tesis ini disampa ika n dalam 5 bab. 
Bab pertama merupakan satu bab pengenalan di 
mana objektif kajian i n i diterangkan . Ia juga membe r i 
keter a ngan mengenai metod - metod sosiologikal yang 
digunok an un i uk memperolehi data menge nai s ubjek kajian . 
Bab ini juga membincangkan rangka teori yang digunakan 
serta imej wanlia trodisional dalam budaya India . Bab 
kedua memberi saiu pcncrangan ringkas men ge nai 
perspektif sejarah masya rak oi ladang dan scterusnya 
menumpukan pe t·hatian kepada icmpat kajian dengan memberi 
satu diskripsi am me n ge n ai ny a . Bab ini juga 
membincangkan st ruktur pekerjaan serta pola pendapatan 
dan perbelanjaa n di estet te rs ebut . Sahagian utama bab 
ketiga adalah satu perbinc angan mengenai kedudukan 
wanita India da n struktur pe k e rj aan . Ini dibahagikan 
kepada pekerjaan d i estet dan kerja - kerja rumahtangga di 
mana status wanita itu dikaji melalui fun gsi - fungsi 
sosial dan ekonominya di dalam dan di luar rumahtangga . 
x 1 
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Perhatian juga diberi kepada bentuk aktiviti masa lapang 
di kalangan wanita India di sektor perladangan. 
Bab keempat bermula dengan satu pengenalan 
kepada kepentingan pendidikan dan kaitannya dengan 
status sosial seseorang . Seterusnya ia memberi satu 
analisa mengenai taraf pencapaian pendidikan di kalangan 
responden dan faktor - faktor yang mempengaruhi kadar 
pencapai a n pelajaran di kalangan mereka . Akhir sekali 
bab kelima memberi satu analisa am mengenai taraf 
kedudukan status wanita India dalam r anska teori yang 
telah dibincangkan . Bab ini diakhiri dengan beberapa 
cadangan untuk membantu meninggikan t ara f sosio- eko nomi 
wanita di sekto r pe rlad a nga n ini. 
x I 1 
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CHAPTER 1 
1 . INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
There has been little attention paid to the 
study of Malaysian Indian women . Although most studies 
on the Malaysian Indians have described the status and 
role of women , few have carried out careful and thorough 
analysis on this subject . This case study is an attempt 
to fill this gap . It examines the status and role of 
Indian women in light of some radical theoretical 
approaches in sociology. More specifically it will draw 
from recent Nee-Marxist and Weberian literature relating 
to the status of women . 
Most studies on Malaysian Indians were done 
on estate workers . nowcve r , the re a re f cw sociol og ica l 
studies pertaining to Indian estate women . Ampalavanar 
R. (1969) , Apputhurai S . D. (1971) and Oorjitham 
K.s.s. (1983 , 1984) undertook studies on the Indian women 
of Malaysia* . These studies all point to the fact that 
--------------------------------------------------------
* Anpalavanar Rajeswary, "Social and Political Developnent in the 
Indian Camunity of Malaya 1920-41". Master's thesis , Univers ity 
of Malaya, 1969. 
Sarojini Devi Apputhurai , "Socio-Economic Aopccts of Women 
Plantation Workero. !\ caoc-study of the 1ncHon Woircn workct n of 
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the Indian women in the estate is subjugated by the men 
and the estate , which i s p redomi nantl y ma le bi as . 
In this study , I will discuss among o t he r s 
the role of the histo r ical c i rcumstances , s oc i o- c ultural 
factors a n d contemporary economic status in the 
subordination and subjugation of I ndia n wome n, drawing 
from the t heoretical framework developed by Ma rx , Engels 
and Weber . Social factors and circumsta nces s uch as 
exploitation , division of l abour , gende r differentia-
tion, labour relations , role s tratification and class 
conciousness will be given special emphasis . Attention 
will also be given Lo aspects such as attitudes , views 
and goals which in(luence the present position a nd 
social status of the Indian women in the plantation. The 
research was conducted in Ladang Cha ' ah , an oil palm 
plantation in the district of ScgamoL in Johore . 
--------------------------------------------------------
Ladang Tengah". B.A. academic exe rc i se , Unive r s i ty of Malaya , 
1971. 
K.S. Susan Oor j itharn, "Indian Women In the Plantation Sector in 
West Malaysia", in Nusantara, Bil , 1983. 
K.S. Susan Oorjitham, "Ind ian Women Workers i n Malaysia" in 
tJil/\/l\POC Seminar on '"7ancn and Employn~nl" ApriJ 16-17, 1984. 
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1.2 Research Me thodology 
In line with the objective of this study , 
only Indians were researched even though the population 
of Ladang Cha 'ah is multi- ethnic. Though the Indians are 
a minority in Malaysia , it is a well - known fact that 
they constitute the major ethnic group in most of the 
rubber and oil palm plantations in Malaysia . Ladang 
Cha 'ah is testimonial to this fact with Indians forming 
half of its population . This estate was cho se n for 
several r e a sons . Firstly , I kn ew the estate well as I 
had made frequent trips to it before . Secondly , having 
my immediate family living there for the past ten years 
made things easier (or me . For one thing it meant cut-
ting down on the cost of research by a considerable 
amount . Furthermore , my family members proved to be an 
important source of informati on for my study as well as 
helping me to gain rapport . They a nd a number of friends 
in the estate were very co- operative a nd willi ng in 
rendering their help and services throughout the 
duration of my research. More often than not I was 
treated like one of t hem an d no t as an ou t sider who is 
usually viewed with susp i cion by the estate people. 
A total of 45 women with ages 17 and above 
were interviewed . They had been divided into three 
categories : 
j) 15 workj ng wome n of l.h<~ l lll>o111-q 1oup. 
-3-
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ii) 15 non-working women of the labour-group . 
iii) 15 non- working women of the staff- group . 
The purpose for this categorization was to analyse the 
social stratification and the differences in sex- roles 
betwee n the three categories of women in the estate. My 
d i scuss ion will therefore be based on my observation as 
well as on interviews conducted among these three 
categori es of r espondents . However I must state that 
they are not the only source of research material for 
this s tudy as I s hall e xplain in the following section. 
The respondents for the study were cho s en 
randomly as the s ize of population wa s relatively small 
and differ e nce s i n s ampling probabilities would be 
negligibl e . The refore the sampl e chosen i s r epre senta-
tive . The interview schedule wa s use d a s a de vic e for 
gathering data . I also kept a field diary to record 
systematically daily obs ervation s and responses from 
respondents . A combination of open-ended and close- ended 
questions were used to obtain information. The open -
ended question s were used in aspects requiring more 
detailed responses and discussion on the part of the 
respondents especially on such subjective matters as 
views and aspirations of respondents . I trie d my best to 
a v o i d f o r mality when I went on my i n terview s . On mo s t 
occas iona r wa s accompanied by a member of my family or 
- 4-
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a friend whom most of the respondents were familiar 
with. This I should say did help considerably as respon-
dents seemed less tense and were more relaxed when 
speaking to me . This way I was not looked upon as a 
stranger or official doing a su rv ey on them , instead I 
wa s treated more like a visitor to their homes and given 
cordial attention. 
I went on my interview rounds between 6.30 pm 
to 9. 30 pm when most of the respondents were through 
with their daily chores a nd were relaxing after a hard-
day ' s work . I us ually made friendly conversation fir s t 
before starting on the interview schedules . I also took 
every opportunity to observe the homes of the respon-
dents , their manneri s m antl gene ral attitude of 
themse 1 ves and their (ami lies. On the whoJ c , I had good 
response from my re s pondents . ll owcver there wer e a few 
who displayed a certain degree of fear and hostility. 
Most of the interviews with respondents were conducted 
in Tamil. For the purpose of verification and also to 
exam ine the validity of information gathered , cross-
checks a nd double-checks were done whenever it was 
possible to compare answers with informati on gathered 
from other means or sources. 
Apart from the interview schedule method it 
~hould be noted that the participant obs ervational 
-5-
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method was also used as my own mother was chosen to be 
one of my responde nt s . Thus my stay with my family 
enabled me to do a n in-depth study and make field-note s 
that recorded salient fea ture s of the behaviour of my 
respondent. This observational method also proved to be 
a very flexible technique that allowed me to concentrate 
on any interesting variable that proved to be important . 
I encountered only a few problems in car rying 
out this research. Generally most of the s ubj e c ts of 
s tudy were responsive . However there were a few respon-
de nt s who i n itially were r at her sceptical whe n 
approached. Nevertheless , there was not a s ingl e respon-
dent who completely re[rai ned f r om answering my 
questions . A few t houg ht of me as a manageme n t spy and 
saw me as a th reat to their occ upational posit i ons . This 
was because being a rather small a nd c losed community 
ne ws travels fns t among the people a nd it so happened 
that news got around that I had be e n to see the General 
Manager before s tarting on my research work. They were 
not aware that the purpose of my meeting the General 
Manager was to obtain permission to do the research in 
the es tate . An explanation a s to my actual p urpose of 
study did help reduce the suspicion. 
One f r equent problem faced was fi nding the 
right t i me to carry out t he intervicwo. This problem was 
-6 
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especially so among the working women with very you ng 
children . These respondents heavily laden with the 
household chores after a hard day ' s work in the planta-
tion as well as having to care for their young ones did 
find it very i nconv enie nt to answer questions amid a 
wailing baby or cooking dinner on the stove simul-
taneously. Another problem observed was shyness in most 
respondent s . Certain respondent s were just too shy of me 
and they either gave ' yes ' and ' no ' answers or smiled 
shyly or just avoided answering certain questions . A few 
always sought the assistance of their husband s or 
children to answer questions for them. Related to this 
problem is embarrasment in answering sensitive questions 
such as "Do you practice family planning? " or "Does 
your husband consume liquor/alcohol?". Many gave denials 
to the latter when cross-checks proved otherwise. It is 
interesting to note that on one occasion I was faced 
with a rather embarrassing situation when a drunk 
relative kept interrupting me from conducting an 
interview with one re sponde nt . However the respondent 
herself was very he l pful i n encouraging me to ignore the 
problem- maker and to continue without paying any heed to 
him. On the whole the research was conducted quite 
smoothly . 
- 7-
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1.3 Theore tical Pe rspectives 
The s ubo rdinate pos ition of women is rooted 
in multiple causes reinforced by many different institu-
tions and practices . The status of women va ry signif i -
cantly with th~ mode of production , the level of techno-
logy and the ideational s uperstructure of a particular 
society. As wil l be demonstrated , the almos t universal 
allocation of child- bearing a nd domestic labour to women 
on the basis of their biological propensity to bearing 
children is a major contributing factor to their rela-
tiv e powerless ness in most societies . Differentiation 
however leads to stratification of power , authority and 
prestige because some tasks typically give greater 
access to the valued resources of socie ty than others . 
The a ll ocation to wome n of childmindi ng a nd domestic 
labour gives me n an advan tage over women . Women are 
burde ned with small childre n a nd domestic routin e , 
whilst men are relati v ely free to participate in the 
wider society. 
A fundame ntal princ i ple of Neo- Marxist models 
hold t hat who plays the principal role in production 
must in time come to cont r ol it. Co ntrol of p roduct ion 
leads to pol itical , economic and i deat ional control of 
the society or group (Marx and Engels , 1970) . Male domi-
nation of production activi ti es in most soc i eties means 
- 0 
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within a Marxian framework that most societies will be 
dominated by men . Marx and Engels deve l oped a theory 
wherein the status of women in society was ultimately 
related to property relations (Marx ,1 970 ; Marx and 
Engels , 1970) . The male advantage gained through control 
of production allowed them to institutionalize mono -
gamous marriage supported by patriarchal ideology which 
stated that men we re the "rightful " heads of families 
and women wer e s ubo rdinate to them (Engel s , 1972) . 
Patriarchal ideology decrees that a woman ' s "place " i s 
at home . If forced to work out side the home , the s ubor-
dinate position of women in class societies allows for 
their economic exploitation as workers. Men and wome n as 
workers are oppressed in class socie ty b ut men as 
husbands in patriachal societies contribute to the 
oppression of women in general and thei r wives in 
particular (Marx ,1967) . 
Wome n who participate in productive acti-
vities have economic independence but no political power 
and prestige . Within a Ma r xist framework , the subordi -
nate position of women would be ascribed to the effects 
of class society and private ownership of the means of 
production . In class society men ' s participation in 
productive activities is generally greater than that of 
women ' s . This means that just as the bourgeoi sie gain 
-9-
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control of the proletariat because they own and control 
the means of production , so men as a gender group as 
owners and controllers of the means of production , 
control women . In some instances women play the major 
role in production but men control the product of their 
labour ; men weild formal social power and men are 
accorded the most social prestige. This inconsistency is 
due to the counter-balancing effect of patriachal ideo-
1 ogy in class society which ranks men as being of 
greater value than women , irrespective of production 
activities undertaken by women. 
In all societies the biological differences 
between men and women are given social meaning and 
translated into sociul action. On the basis of culture 
related interpretations of their mental , physical and 
emotional qualities and capubilitics , men and women are 
assigned gender appropriate social roles . The 
"masculine" and "feminine " roles assigned to men and 
women as gender groups are normative and behavioural and 
in addition they are legitimated by reference to ideo-
logies which may explain the allocation of roles in 
terms of biology , theology , tradition , economics or 
functional necess i ty (Mead , 1928 ). 
Sexual division of labour which is charac-
teristic of all societies p roduces a system of gender-
-10 
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role stratification wherein men are generally assigned 
the positions of prestige and power , whilst women are 
generally excluded from them (Murdock 1967) . Men ty-
pically occupy those status positions which give them 
greater socio-economic and political rewards . Under the 
capitalist mode of production , the worth of the laboure r 
is evaluated in terms of the economic return awarded for 
his or her labour , a lthough the worker i s only paid for 
necessary labour time and not labour that goes into the 
production of s urplu s . The wage therefore does not re -
flect the true value of labour (Ma r x,1967) . 
Under capitalism domestic labour is accorded 
neither state n o r pr iv ate recognition or reward . 
"Housework " is not i ncl uded in labour fo rce s tatistics. 
The contribution domest ic labour makes Lo the production 
of labour power i s not calculated i n the reckoning of 
economists and those who pe rform the unrecognised and 
unrewarded domestic labour receive neither pay , power or 
prestige . In capitalistic society as in all other 
societies , women have the prime responsibility for 
childminding and domestic labour , thus it is women who 
feel the effects of domestic labour being apart from 
productive activities. The majority of wome n who work ed 
as wive s and mothers have traditionally been assigned 
the tasks of housework a nd c h ildm inding, thus whe n Lhcy 
- 1 I · 
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work outside the home it is generally women who must 
bear the burden of two roles . Despite the reality of a 
high proportion of women , married , si ngle , widowed or 
divorced - participating in the paid labour force , con-
tributing to the economic well-being of their families 
or bearing prime responsibility for them , patriarchal 
ideology persists. The attitude that a man is the "head 
of households" st ill holds sway in certain classes and 
in certain communities and this ideology is reinforced 
by multiple structural arrangements . The high degree of 
gender role differentiation which i s a characteristic of 
peasant soc ial systems is generally thought to enhance 
the stat us of women , for where there is rigidity in the 
sexual division of labour , male and female labour is 
obligatory. This potential en hancemenL of s tatus usually 
occurs in economic terms only and does not necessa rily 
interlink with high social prestige or political power . 
As "head of households" men ultimately own and control 
the labour of all members of their families . The alloca-
tion of childminding and domestic labour to women allows 
me n to monopolize the fo r mal positions of power in the 
public and private domains , thus limiting women to the 
private domain which does not generate power, merely 
influence (O ' Brien , 1979 : 49 ) . Subsequent generations 
would be socialized in terms of the oome gcndcr-appto-
- 12 
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priate norms , beliefs and values concerning gender roles 
and the system would be perpetuated (Weber , 1964) . 
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1 . 4 The •raeal Indian Woman• 
Indian wome n are strongly bound by religion , 
culture and tradition . In the Brahmanical Law , the 
purpose of 1 ife of the woman is determined only by the 
most important worldly and religious goal of the Aryan 
Hindu . 
''Woman is created only to enable man to continue his 
species through sons and Gods." 
(Mies 1979 : 27) 
The role of the woman is determined wholly by this goal 
which i s the most important of all the patriarchal Aryan 
Hindu. She is viewed as the medium for the production of 
sons . /\ s a da ughter she is consider e d above a 11 a mis-
fortune for the mother especially if she has not f ul-
filled the only purpose of her life , to be the mother of 
sons. l\s a wife a woma n wa s never to be indepe nd e nt a nd 
without male control in her life. The Ma.nu Code states , 
"In childhood a female must be subject to her father , 
in her youth to her husband, when her lord is dead , 
to her sons. A woman must never be independent." 
(Mies 1979 : 28) 
She owed especially to her husband absolute obedience 
and is not permitted to do anything without his consent . 
Manu emphasises repeatedly that women are not created to 
be independent and must therefore always be watched , 
protected and controlled by a man . The dependence of the 
wife on the husband was primarily of an economic nature , 
but e xtended also to aJ 1 other acLjvitico of women; s he 
- l 4-
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also has no independence in r eligious matters . It is 
therefore the highest duty of every man even of a lowly 
born to carefully watch and protect his woman . But the 
duty of the wife is to worship her "master" as her first 
God; for only thus she can hope to make spiritual gains . 
Her prayers , fasts , ascetic exercises and pilgrimages 
are all for the salvation of the husband. She must 
always try to please him and serve him. Above all she 
should in no way give even the impression of violating 
marital fidelity , neither during the li(etimc of Lhe 
husband , nor after his death. 
These legal norm s found in the Brahmanical 
law-books and above all t he Code of Manu strengthens the 
sosio-cultural determinants or female roles. ~lthough 
these legal norm s hav e undergone great changes in the 
course of time , particularly in the last hundred years ; 
the social ideal o( womanhood in the present day society 
cannot be understood without a knowledge of these norms 
(Mies , 1979 : 36) . 
The concept of work or duties of women began 
to be restricted to the household and areas related to 
it . The joint family system wa s propogated with strong 
patriarchal overtones . Women were married at or before 
puberty and this deprived them of many other oppor-
tunities 1 ike education . Lack of education , active in-
v o l v cm c n t j n o L h c r n e c to r o 1 i k <.' L h cc on om y ~1 1 HI 1 ow 
- 1 ~ -
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exposure f urther stunted the intelectual development of 
the Ind i an women. They became depende nt on man , not only 
for economic support a nd physical protection but also 
for mental guidance . The restriction of wome n ' s work to 
household and childcar e further i solated women from the 
economy the reby placin g the rights to property and 
ownership , in the hands of me n. As a re s ult the status 
of men g r ew t oget her with their cultur e , activ e 
participat ion i n all sector s of society and the ir right s 
to proper ty ownershi p. Thi s e ven resul t ed i n t he s upr eme 
domin a nc e of me n i n t he house hold . A woma n had to be 
s ubse r v i e nt and s ubm i ss ive to he r hus ba nd. Wi t hin s uch a 
pa tr ia r chal e nv ironme nt , he r work was c l ea r ly demarca t ed 
a nd con f i ncd i ncrensi ngly to house keeping a nd c hi ld-
ca r e . Thi s re l at i ons h ip of wome n to ' work ' con ti nu ed 
right up t i l 1 the t ime o f Bt j Li s h occ up a tion i n India 
a nd per s i s t s in a mod ifi ed for m, e v e n i n c ont emporary 
s ociety (Oorjitham, 1984 : 10) . 
Then began the patte rn of i mm i g ration and 
wi th thi s the traditional positon of the Indian women 
has unde r gone certain changes as they were thrown into a 
total l y new social setting. Certain adaptations had t o 
be ma de b ut many obvious factor s prevailing a mo ng the 
p resent day Ind i a n wome n in the estates i n Wes t Malaysia 
a r e i n fact h i stori ca J l y and c ulturall y dete r mi ned . 
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Therefore the socio-economic and cultural positions of 
Indian women can only be understood with an analysis of 
the traditional position of women in the Indian society. 
Henceforth , my analysis of the women of 
Ladang Cha ' ah will be presented in the context of the 
theoretical framework already specified and also bearing 
in mind these historical and traditional factors which 
by and large still remains a major influence among the 
contemporary Indian community in general and more spe-
cifically among the Indian women in plantations in the 
country . 
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CHAPTER 2 
2. THE SETTING 
2.1 Historical Background of the Plantation Community 
A historical background is impe r ative in 
orde r to comprehend the complexities of the plantat i on 
e nvironment a nd the relative position of the estate 
Indian women. Erich Fromm in hi s theory stressed, 
" ..•.... that an unde rstanding of the dynamic nature 
of individuals and groups must take into account 
their particular social, economic and historical 
ci rcurostances . " 
(Fromm,1956 : 82) 
The pre s ent Indian community found in the estates and 
plantation sectors in West Malaysia arc in fact desc~n-
dants of the Indian immigrants who arrived i n this 
country during the colonial period. The mass Indian 
migration that occ ured in the middle of Lhe nineteenth 
century till the first half of the twentieth century had 
left a permanent I ndian ethnicity in the multi-racial 
population of Malaysia. What began as British economic 
expansion and gathering of cheap labour from Southern 
India to work primarily in the v arious plantations in 
Malaya left behi n d a significant impact on the 
population str uct u re . The number of India ns in Malaya 
from a total of 268 , 26 9 i n 191 1 spiral led to 470 , 180 ten 
years later (Sa ndhu , 1969 : 81) . Though at the ea rli er 
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stage of migration , the proportion of female immigrants 
were sca rce compared to the males, however during the 
late 1920's various measures were undertaken to ensure a 
balanced flow of male and female Indian s into Malaya . 
The gove rnme nt authorities in the Malay States reduced 
the assessments paid on wome n workers in connection with 
the Indian Immigration Fund and increased the commission 
of Kanganys* for female workers and married men accom-
panied by their families . The authorities in India sti-
pulated that that should at least be one female emigrant 
for every 1.5 males assisted to emigrate as labourers 
{Sandhu 1969 : 97-98). Even then women made up only 25 
to 45 per cent of the total Indian labour force in the 
Malay States and of these more than 80 per cent were in 
the agricultural sector (Sandhu , 1969 2 45) . 
The prese nt l abourcro in the estates mainly 
comprise of the second , third and fourth generation of 
the first fore-fathers who arrived in this country. This 
goes to show that the majority of the Indians did not 
--------------------------------------------------------
* A Kangany is a head in charge of labourers in a certain village. 
He is usually instructed by the British employers to recruit 
workers usually from his own village in India. All costs 
involved in the Kangany system of recruting labourers is net by 
the British employers . The Kangany in return is paid a 
coornission for every worker recruited {Otmfo l : Cou r oc Lecture) . 
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venture very far since the colonial times when they were 
placed as labourers in the estates. For a majority of 
them the plantation remained as a bou nda r y for the 
workers ' existence. The customs a nd traditions of the 
plantation workers who were largely agriculturists from 
Southern India , continued to be practiced in their new 
plantation setting. Thus the plantation became an ex-
tended village of South India (Jain 1970 : 295) . 
The p o int r elevant to this written pape r is 
that the plantati on s ocie t y has been functioning a s a 
relatively we ll-integrated, on-going social system with 
a sen s e of identity and continuity. They possess their 
own di s tinctive s ub-culture which has its own social 
attribute s , parti c ulurly in the area o f child up-
bringing , s ocialization , a s pirati o n s and workin g 
patterns which s eem to have come n~tur a lly a s the in-
habitants of the plantation s ystem were made to adopt 
the s kils , values , beliefs , norms and other neces s ary 
requirements for the effective operation of a plantation 
system (See also Selvarat nam 1978 : 3) . Thus there was 
the process of assimilat ing and ble nding into a new 
social situation , formi ng a distinct way of everyday 
life to fit into the industrial sub-system of the 
p lantation community . One can say that a particular 
plantation i s a total society or community by itself. I t 
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is common to hear the plantation community being 
referred to as the ' estate people ' and the women as 
' estate women ' thus indirectly showing a social dis -
tinction of this group among the general society. 
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2.2 Location and Physical Features of Ladang Cba'ah 
Ladang Cha ' ah was opened in 1 974 wh e n a 
European - owned company , Guthrie Ropel , purchased , 
cleared and planted the land in the state of Johore , in 
Southern Peninsula Malaysia . The Master Plan for Ladang 
Cha 'ah was drawn-up and implemented by Harry O.Williams. 
Clearing began in January 1974 and the early efforts of 
clearing and planting developed into what i s today a 
segment of the vast acres of the present site . The 
estate which wa s officially ope ned by the late Sullun of 
Johore in 1976 is prese nt ly ow ned by Kumpulan Guthrie 
Sdn . Bhd . (Bcrita Guthrie Oct . 1981 ed . ) . It covers a 
total area of 2808 hectare s and i s reputed to be one the 
company ' s largest lnnd holdings worth millions of 
dollars . It is divided into three major divisions : -
i) Horne Division (850 llcctarcs) 
ii) Simpang Kiri Division (860 Hectares) 
iii) Sungai Sayang Division (109 8 Hectares) 
Ladang Cha ' ah is located within the 
boundaries of the Segamat District. The nearest town is 
Cha ' ah , a small but b usy area which i s approximately 8 
kilometres away. The estate i tself is off the main-road. 
About 3 kilometres of laterite road leads into Ladang 
Cha ' ah . The first sig ht to capture one ' s attention is 
the almost contin uous row of oil palm trees on either 
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FIGU RE 1 LOCATION OF LADANG CHA ' AH 
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side of the road with their palms covered with red soil 
due to the flyi ng dust caused by passing vehicles . The 
ride into the estate can be quite unpleasant especially 
if travelling on a motorcycle as the frequent carrier 
lorries a nd other veh i cles that ply the route usually 
leave a storm of flying particles and dust especially 
during the dry seasons . Wet seasons on the other hand , 
leaves a constant threat of floods and muddy trails . 
Many a times continuous rainfall had caused the rivers 
to rise to dangerou s l e vels and the e s tate wa s cut of( 
from the outside world from three to five days at times . 
Transport into the estate is difficult unless 
one has an own form o( tran s portation . /\s I discovered 
later , practically every household in the e s tate owned 
bicycles or motorcycle s . !\ few owned cars , buses , 
station wagons a nd even lorrie s . ll owevcr , motorists 
plying the route arc usually most obliging in offering a 
lift into or out of the estate as most people there are 
aware of this problem. 
From about five hundred metres after the 
security check - point a n organized structure of barrack-
1 ike housi ng will come into view . The term "line-site " 
is used to describe the ho using pattern for labourers . 
The houses are in semi-detached form and each house has 
a moderately-sized hall , two rooms , a kitchen , a 
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bathroom and a toilet . Residents pay for the electricity 
supply but receive free water supply. The surroundings 
are also clean and well maintained with proper sanitary 
and sewage systems . On the whole the living conditions 
of the workers in the estate is quite good with all 
basic amenities being provided by the management . 
Among other features to be seen in the estate 
are as follows : - A small clinic where reside nts 
receive treatment for minor ailments or injuries. Major 
cases arc usually referred either to the district 
hospitals in Segamat or Batu Pahat . In the centre of the 
settlement area there is a creche where worki ng parents 
send their children to while they are at work. The 
estate employs two women lo mind the creche . The number 
of children at the crechc vary from time to time. At the 
time of my research there were nineteen pre - school 
children and two infants. Educational facilities include 
subsidized bus-fare for school-children and also a 
library which was set up by a group of varsity students 
from the Tamil Language Society of University Malaya on 
a social work project in 1983 . This 1 ibrary is used by 
students and residents t o borrow books , to read news -
papers and also to study whe n home e nvironment is not 
conducive for studies . There is also a community hall 
where official functions , meeti ngs , variety shows and 
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FIGU RE 2 LAND SITE MAP OF LADANG CHA ' AH 
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large social fu nctions such as wedd i ngs are held . Th i s 
community hall also functions as a kindergarten for pre-
school children between five and six years old in the 
mornings . A local reside nt is employed to teach these 
children . 
Residents buy their food provisions from two 
sundry shops i n the estate , one belong ing to a Chinese 
and the other owned by an Indian. There is also a coffee 
shop nearby wher e residents especially the men drink 
1 iquo r and beer pa rt icu 1ar1 y on pay-day. For re 1 ig ious 
purposes there is a Surau for the Muslims and a recently 
renovated Hindu temple where the Hindu r es ident s perform 
their religious duties and hold religiou s affnirs . 
Sports facilities arc also provided by the manageme nt . 
This includes a football field , a badminton and basket-
ball court for all resident s whcreaG the Lennis court is 
for staff only . For the sta[( and managers there is a 
club- house with recreational facilities for relaxation. 
It is named after the fo under of the estate , Mr . Harry 
O.Williams . 
Apart from that t he r e is a small barbe r shop 
and a work-shop for mechanical repairs. Both are run by 
local residents o n a part - time basis . Also worth 
mentioning is a public phone which is occasionally found 
in working order but most of the time i s not , due to 
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vandalism. Thus , if the need arises to make an urgent 
call one has to travel all the way out of the estate to 
find a public booth along the main road. 
In general the above mentioned features 
provide the estate with a good picture of healthy and 
comfortable living . It also proves to be well faci -
litated compared to many other plantations. 
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2.3 Demographic Structure 
Ladang Cha 'ah has a total resident population 
of 994 . As Table 1 shows , 50 . 4 per cent of the 
population are Indian while 49.5 per cent are Malay and 
only 0.1 per cent Ch inese. 
TABLE 1 : ETHNIC BREAKDOWN OF POPULATION 
ETHNIC GROUP 
MALAYS 
INDIANS 
CHINESE 
OTHERS 
TOTAL 
NUMBER 
492 
50 1 
1 
0 
994 
49 . 5 
50 .4 
0 . 1 
0 . 0 
100.0 
The table shows that like ma ny other estates i n 
Peninsula Malaysia Indians make up the majority of the 
population in Ladang Cha ' ah. The population of Ladang 
Cha ' ah is also relatively balanced with young and old 
alike . In general , i nter-racial relationship is 
harmonious except for a few minor incidents of quarrels 
and misundersta ndings. Social interaction between the 
ethnic groups is normal ly obvious during festive seasons 
such as Hari Raya Aidil Fitri , Hari Raya Haji among the 
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Malays and Deepavali and Christmas celebrated among the 
Indians . Other than that , apart from the social 
interaction that occurs during working hours on matters 
related to work , there is little social interaction 
between the ethnic groups , each prefer r ing to gather 
with their own races after working ho u rs are through . 
However it must be ment i oned that the r e are a few who 
seem to enjoy close friendship with those of a different 
ethnic background. This is especially noticed betwe en 
Indian and Malay neighbours . 
It should be further noted that the Indians 
as a communal g roup are al so delineated into sub-ethnic 
group s e.g. Tamil s , Telegu s , Malayalee s , etc . However 
there is not a distinct s ign of s ub-ethnic segregation 
among the labour group as most of them saw themselves as 
belonging to the same class - that of a low economic 
status a nd usually referred to themselves as "koolies" 
or labourers . However the same cannot be said about the 
Inidans who rank in the higher income group , as there 
was a definite sign of class consiousness as they viewed 
themselves as being of t he higher economic strata and 
identified themselves as the "staff and managerial 
group" . 
The lingua fra nca among the ethnic groups wa s 
us ually colloquial Malay while Tamil was most frequently 
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used among the Indians. Malayalam, Telugu and Ceylonese 
were also frequently spoken among the respective sub-
ethnic groups . The staff and managers usually spoke 
Eng l ish among themselves . However among the labour class 
it was a problem of poor command and lack of fluency in 
the language . The school -going children usually prefer 
to converse in Tamil or Bahasa Malaysia . They often shy 
away when spoken to in English. 
The women of Ladang Cha ' ah mostly belong to 
the second and third ge neration of Indians in the 
country who are mostly local born. To a majority of them 
the plantation env ironme nt is where they were born into , 
where they have lived nll their lives a nd where they 
will probably remain for the rest of their living years. 
Among the 45 respondent s , 1 8 were Tamilian s , 13 were 
Telugus , 19 were Malayalees and 5 were Ceylonese . The 
breakdown and percentage is prese nt ed more clearly in 
the following table . 
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TABLE 2 PE RCENTAGE OF LI NGU ISTIC GROUPS AMONG 
RESPONDENTS 
LINGUISTIC GROUPS NUMBER % 
TAMILIANS 18 40 
TELUGUS 13 29 
MALAYALEES 9 20 
CEYLONESE 5 11 
TOTAL 45 100 
~mong these respondents 89 per cent we re Hindu s and the 
remaining ele ven per cent were Christians. As for their 
marital status 30 were mar ri ed and 15 we re single. Other 
differences among the India n wome n are differences in 
education level s , income levels and type of occupation. 
These shall be dealt with i n delail in chapters 3 and 4. 
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2.4 Occupational Structure 
There are three distinct socia l classes in 
Ladang Cha 'ah. It is a hierachical order with the labour 
class at the bottom , the staff class in the middle and 
the estate managers on the top. The managerial class are 
provided with better housing , higher incomes and other 
attractive fringe be nefits. There is litle social 
int e raction between these groups apart from what is 
related to estate production processes . The discrepancy 
betwee n the manager ' s life-styles (e.g . hill-top huge 
bungalows , big cars , provision of air-conditioned 
landrovers , etc . ) , a nd that of the staff (e .g . si ngl e 
storey bungalows , hou s ing furniture , other fringe 
benefits, etc. ) and the labourer s (barrack-like housing , 
le ss attractive fringe be nefits , etc .) graphically 
illustrates the socio-economi c difforcntintion and rank 
in the estate ' s authority struct ur e . This pattern of 
communal division , class and systemic economic 
integration is intertwined within a system of social 
class stratification directly related to the estates ' 
hierachical structur e (See Figure 3) . 
The head of the estate is the Estate Manager. 
Incidentally Ladang Cha 'ah r eceived a new Estate Manager 
who moved in only a week before I s tart ed on my research 
work . He has vast knowledge and exper ience working in at 
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1 east ten other estates (Ber i ta Guthrie July , 1980 ed . ). 
Being new to the place he was at that time quite un -
familiar with the surroundings and people of the estate. 
Directly under him are three Assistants . The Senior 
Assistant is in charge of one Division and the work -
shop . The other two are Junior Assistants who are both 
in charge of one Division each . All of them belong to 
the Managerial group . The next group a r e the staff. They 
include the three office clerks , one a Ch i ef Clerk and 
the other two were referred to as the Second and Third 
Clerk r espectively. The three clerks work directly under 
the Estate Ma nager . The Main Off ice is whe re these three 
clerks work a nd this is where the Estate Manager ' s 
office is located . The three clerks generally deal with 
all clerical and office duties. Next are the Field 
Conductors. They come directly under Lhe Senior and 
Junior Assistants . Oasically the duty o[ the Field 
Conductors is to s upervise the worker s in the field 
see ing to proper and effective work by the labourers . 
They are ofte n referred to as the ' Keranis ' . Apart from 
supervision in the fields , they also handle cer t ain 
amount of office work and all nine of them are stationed 
at the Divisional Office where the offices of the Senior 
and Junior Assistants are located. Most of the time they 
are in the fields and i t is this group who deal and 
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FIGURE 3 THE OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE IN LADANG CHA ' AH 
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interact most with the labourers in matters pertaining 
to work . In general they supervise work at the fields , 
divide the workers among the various sections , take 
daily attendance , handle payment of wage and general 
working problems encountered at any o n e time . The 
Estate ' s Hospital Assistant more commonly known as the 
Dresser is also part of the staff group. He is in charge 
of the general health and cleanliness of the estate 
environment . He works at the clinic and treats residents 
for minor ailments or injuries. He comes directly under 
the Senior Assistant and is responsible for giving 
medical leave with or without payment to work e r s . He 
also inspects the general s urrounding s of the estate 
from time to time to e ns ure cleanliness and healthy 
living conditions in the estate. The estate creche i s 
also under his supervision. 
At the bottom of the occupational hierachy 
comes the labour group. They include the mandores or the 
overseers , oil palm harvesters and carriers , weeders , 
sprayers , the manuring gang , foreman , drivers , creche 
workers and general workers. Also the Auxilliary Police 
Force who are a category of their own can also be 
included under the labour group category. These are the 
people who constitute the bulk of worker s in the 
estates ' occupational hierachy . The Ma ndores e njoy a 
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status slightly above the workers as they receive 
slightly higher wages than other workers . There are four 
groups of mandores , each in charge of a certain type of 
labour. There are the harvesting mandores , the weeding 
mandores , pest and disease control mandores and the 
spraying mandores . Their job is to be with the workers 
throughout their working hours and to ensure that no one 
is idling on the job and to make sure work is carried 
out properly according to instructions given and also 
see to the completion of work on time a s scheduled . 
These mandores fall under the s upervision of the Field 
Conductor s . Th e n comes all the other workers who are 
supervi sed by the Mandores. However the harvesters and 
carriers a nd even the drivers wh o drive the carrier 
lorries , trailers and tractors at times earn two to 
three times as much as the other workers especially 
during peak fruiti ng seasons when the crop is heavy and 
extra income is ear ned th ro ugh heavier crop harvested 
and overtime done by d the Drivers . The Auxilliary 
Police Force ( A.P .' s) or ' Polis Bantuan ' as they are 
called are a group of their own , who are in charge of 
the general security in the estate. Oil palm harvesters 
harvest the oil palm fruits and the carriers usually 
wives or family members of the harvester work together . 
The harve s ter ' s job i s known to be very physically 
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demanding and as such is only handled by the stronger of 
the males . The job of the carrier is to collect the 
harvested fruits on a wheel - barrow and to deposit them 
at certain spots where it would be collected later by 
the carrier lorries or trailers . The job of the Weede r s 
is to keep the growth of weeds and undergrowth under 
control . The sprayers handle the spraying of pestic i des 
or insecticides to cont rol pest and diseases . The 
manuring gang handle the application o( manure and 
fertilizers to enhance the growth of oil palm. The 
general workers compr i se of sweepers , rubbish 
collector s , gardeners and helpers . 
This occupational structure (Sec Figure 3} is 
one that is common in most e s tate plantations . The 
position on the ladder of occupational hierachy directly 
depicts the social status o[ the individual in the 
estate . 'l'here(ore , to speak of a person ' s "class " is to 
speak of that person' s approximately shared location in 
the economic hierachy . He nce , with the occupational 
hierachy , it is clear that women occupy the lowest rank . 
It follows from here that the Indian women in Ladang 
Cha 'ah are generally considered as of " lower class". 
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workers to have less than 24 days of a monthly average 
of total days worked . Recent dispute between the 
National Union of Plantation Workers (NUPW) and the 
Malayan Agricultural Producers Association (MAPA) failed 
to r each an agreement when MAPA refused to concede to 
the Union ' s demand of a minimum guaranteed monthly wage 
(New Straits Times , April 19 , 1986) . Workers of the 
labour group are paid their wages in two halves . The 
first half being the 'advance ' is paid during the middle 
of the month and the second half , which is the ' salary ' 
is paid normally in the first week of the month . 
rn comparison , those in the managerial and 
staff group receive better income and their salaries are 
paid monthly . Thus they arc not threatened by the risks 
faced by the plantation industry. They enjoy a 
relatively higher sta ndard o( living with attractive 
fringe benefits such as better hou sing , provision of 
house-hold furniture , free supply of stove and gas , free 
labour to do gardening and general work among others . 
Therefore , they most definitely enjoy higher benefits in 
terms of real income. 
In terms of expenditure , members of the 
labour group spe nd major portions of their income for 
their basic necess ities. These include daily grocery , 
sundry goods as wel 1 as transport and educational 
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expenses . Besides this , most households do spend money 
on some form of entertainment especially in the rental 
of video tapes , whil e additional expenditure is incurred 
by households having smokers , gamblers or alcoholics in 
the family . In addition , most households do indul ge in 
the purchase of various household items from month to 
month . This usually includes furniture , television sets , 
casset l c players , sewing machines , re [ r igcrators , v ideo 
players , kitchen appliances and so on. 
More of t e n than not their in come i s no t 
sufficient to meet all these expe nses . Thus various 
measures are employed to offset this problem. They may 
vary from buying on credit basis especially for grocery 
and sundry items ot buying on hire purchase basis . Apart 
from this , a unique system prevalent among these house-
holds which also helps to ease Lheir financial burden is 
the ' kootu system' *. Pawning of gold items is also a 
frequent measure used to c ope in times of fi nancial 
diff iculities . 
Despite all these , data still showed that 
expenditure usually exceeds income though there is no 
--------------------------------------------------------
* The 'kootu system' is a system whereby a group of usually ten 
people participate by paying anything between $5 to $50 or even 
more on a monthly basis. Each month one member of the group 
would receive the total sum o( the money poo 1 ed. This sys Lem 
wil 1 rotate untiJ al 1 mcmbero have rccci vcd their due. 
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direct indication that there is absolute poverty among 
the labour class in Ladang Cha'ah. 
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CHAPTER 3 
3. WOMEN AND WORK 
3.1 Introduction 
As discussed in the previous chapter , during 
the earlier stages of Indian immigration to Malaysia , 
women constituted only about 20 per cent of the total 
immigrants. There are several reasons for this . Women i n 
India held a subordinate position in their society. They 
were thought to be weak and dependent on men for almost 
everything. Besides , early marriages and the 
restrictions of the joint family system which existed 
then , resulted in the scarcity of female labour even in 
India . As such there was only a small population of 
Indian women who were available for work in Malaysia . 
Furthermore , the employers often considered the female 
labourers as less cff icient and productive and more 
costly to maintain in terms of supervision , accomodation 
and maternity leave as well as nursery provisions . These 
factors contributed to keep women labourers from coming 
to the Malay Peninsula in the nineteenth century . 
However this situation changed as the colonial 
government and the government of I ndia realised the 
implications of such a pattern of immigration . Thus in 
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the early 1920 ' s both these goverments attempted to 
correct the imbalance . 
Indian women in the plantation sector began to be of 
some significance only in the late 1920's . Women 
workers made up 25 to 45 per cent of the total Indian 
labour force in the Malay states , and of these more 
than 80 per cent were in the agricultural sector. 
(Sandhu ,1969 : 245) 
The first permanent female emigrants were mainly 
the wives and young daughters of the male workers who 
were allowed a nd o ffered estate work. These women pro-
created and brought up their sons and daughters in the 
sub-culture environment of the estates. Few broke away 
from this web as the plantation system was such that it 
functioned on a closed social system which effectively 
cut off it s me mb e r s from the mainstream of the wider 
society. This is noted by R.K. Jain(l970 : 295) : 
Whether a person was born into or was introduced into 
it as an emigrant , he found it difficult to escape 
the closed world of the estate. 
Henceforth, family life became the norm in the s e 
plantation societies which , in turn , helped to stabilise 
the labour force . The women played a major role in the 
process of socialisation and upbringing of their 
offsprings. Their traditional social norms , beliefs and 
practices were passed down to the subsequent generations 
of Indians thereby maintaining their traditional social 
identity to a certain extent. Iloweve r , certain norms and 
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values have been lost or modified but several have 
remained through the ages and are still widely and 
clearly evident among the inhabitants of the plantations 
in Malaysia today. 
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3.2 Women and Es tate Work 
Most of the Indian women came to Ladang 
Cha 'ah with their husbands or pa rents mainly from other 
estates . For many of them moving from one estate to 
another has been an avenue to improve their living 
standards. A majority of them were born in Malays i a and 
are also familiar with estate work because they ha v e 
been exposed to such work since ch i ldhood. Many had been 
working for a f ull wage since they were teenagers while 
several had assisted their parents with estate work when 
they we re young . 
Employment for the majority of the working 
women was mainly a response to the need for 
supplementing the family income . 93 per cent of the 
respondents interviewed claimed that they went to work 
i n the estate mainly to ease the fina ncial burden of the 
family . On ly 7 per ce nt stated that they wished to 
improve their own fina ncial positions . Furthermore 73 
per cent of the women expressed a desire to stop working 
if and when their financial positions improve . The 
plight of Sugumar i, exemplifies the the kind of 
financial predicament these wome n often face . 
Sugumari is a 30 year ol d married woman who works as 
a weeder i n the estate. Since the day her husband was 
admitted to the General Hospital i n Kuala Lurrpur for 
* All names given i n this graduation exe rcise ore 
pocudonymo. 
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a major surgery, she has been the sole cash income 
earner for her family which includes four school -
going children. Apart from having to cope with the 
household expenditure on her meagre salary, she is 
also faced with the added task of having to meet the 
medical and travelling eicpenses due to her husband's 
hospitalisation. Sugumari has exhausted all her 
savings and jewellery in trying to cope with this 
situation. Besides that, she is also running high on 
debts . 
This particular case study is but one of the numerou s 
cases of women faced with trying situations in living 
and ea rning low wages in an estate. Therefore it is safe 
to assume that in many cases the economic contribution 
of these women i s absolutely essential in maintaining 
their r espective households , even though the majority of 
these women earn low wages . Usually the income earned by 
these women constitute aro und 30 to 40 per cent of the 
total family income. 
Normally the income of all the working 
membe r s in the fami ly is handed to the head of the 
household , who is responsible for handling all household 
expenditures . In most cases the head of the households 
were predominant ly men , except in families where there 
is an absence of a male spouse . In such instances, women 
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functioned as head of households, thereby controlling 
income and expenditure . Only in one case was there a 
dominant female head of household despite the presence 
of a working husband. Therefo re , it can be said that the 
economic power of these working women in their r es -
p e ct i v e fa mi 1 i e s is min i ma 1 des p it e the i r subs ta n t i a 1 
earning capacity . This trend was also observed by 
Oorjitham in her research on the Indian plantation women: 
The familia l role of working women are still dominant 
while their econcxnic role is underplayed. Even though 
they earn a wage, these wages are strongly controlled 
by their husbands who are still the heads of house-
holds. Decision making and ultimate authority in all 
matte rs still largely rests in the hands of the 
menfolk except for a small percentage of women headed 
families . 
(Oorjitharn,1983 :12) 
Out of the 15 working respondents , 9 wome n gave their 
e ntire ear nin gs to their husbands or parents while 
another 4 handl ed family expenditure together with their 
spouse s . Only 2 of the respondents had full control over 
the family earnings. Thu s , it is see n that 60 per cent 
of these working wome n contributed their entire earnings 
to their families while the rest received a very minimal 
sum for personal expe nses . 
Economic contribution towards the household 
income is also made by non-working women . Some of these 
women do indulge in income generating efforts during 
their free -time . This i ncludes tailoring , selling 
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cakes/cookies as well as being sales agents for various 
household items. Normal ly they earn fifty to seventy 
ringgit by these efforts. In most cases the money is 
used to purchase household items. 
Amongst the various occ upations in Ladang 
Cha ' ah , women normally occupy the lower paid jobs . The 
majority of the women are unskilled and therefore are 
ill-equipped to handle skilled and semi- skilled jobs. 
The following tabl e s hows the divi s ion of labour between 
the two sexe s in Ladang Cha ' ah . 
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TABLE 3 
OCCUPATION 
MANAGERIAL 
STAFF 
Ml\NDORES 
OIL Pl\LM 
HARVESTERS 
OIL Pl\LM 
CARRIERS 
SPRAYERS 
WEEDERS 
MANURING 
GANG 
GENERAL 
WORKERS 
CRECHE 
ASSISTANTS 
DRIVERS 
OCCUPATIONAL BREAKDOWN OF WORKERS 
IN LADANG CHA'AH 
MALE 
INDIANS 
2 
10 
7 
46 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12 
OTHER 
RACES 
1 
4 
5 
37 
0 
1 
3 
0 
2 
0 
12 
FEMALE 
INDIANS 
0 
0 
2 
0 
34 
5 
7 
13 
6 
1 
0 
OTHER 
RACES 
0 
0 
3 
0 
22 
14 
20 
9 
9 
1 
0 
TOTAL 
3 
14 
17 
83 
57 
20 
30 
22 
17 
2 
24 
It is evident from the table that the majority of 
unskilled labourers in Ladang Cha ' ah are women . Not a 
single woman is employed in the managerial and staff 
category. Women are usually employed as oil palm 
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carriers , sprayers , weeders , manuring gang , general 
workers and as creche assistants . These positions are 
seldom occupied by the male workers . Normally the male 
workers are employed as oil palm harvesters and drivers 
which requires a certain amount of skill . Furthermore 
these jobs are considered too heavy to be handled by 
women . Women are perceived to be unequal to men hence , 
they are pushed into the lower side of productivity . 
This is indeed an exist ing fact in the agricultural 
sector . However it is evident that women too handle a 
lot of heavy tasks .The duties of the oil palm carriers , 
sprayers and the manuring gang can be considered just as 
phys ically demanding as that of the harvesters. 
Wcxnen constitute a readily available cheap source of 
labour located on the plantalions themselves. At 
other times they can be easily retrenched or forced 
to accept unskil ed , low paying jobs without fea r of 
much protest. Some gender based excuse like female 
physical weakness and pregnancy were used to 
influence these decisions. 
{Oorjitham,1983 :10) 
Thus it can be said that given the opportunity these 
women should be able to handle most jobs that are 
presently the domain of their male counterparts . 
In terms of income , the jobs that these women 
do are usually the ones that are lower paid . The average 
monthly income of sprayers , weeders , manuring gang and 
general workers is about $244 , while oil palm carriers 
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earn around $367 monthly. In contrast the jobs that the 
male workers do are better paid , for example oil palm 
harvesters earn around $595 while drivers earn about 
$632. Also there is a discrepancy in wage paid for ma l e 
and female workers doing the same job as in the case of 
mandores where the female mandores earn about $100 less 
than the male mandores , though the duties assigned to 
them are essentially the same (See Table 4). 
TABLE 4 : AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME OF LABOURERS 
OCCUPATION 
MANDORES 
OIL Pl\LM 
HARVESTERS 
OIL PALM CARRIERS 
SPRAYERS 
WEEDERS 
MANURING GANG 
GENERAL WORKERS 
CRECHE 
ASSISTANTS 
DRIVERS 
INCOME(MJ\LE) 
$387 
$595 
$270 
$244 
$244 
$632 
INCOME(FEMALE) 
$283 
$367 
$270 
$244 
$244 
$244 
$257 
Out of the 15 worki ng women selected for detailed study , 
6 were employed as weeders , 3 as oil palm carriers , 2 as 
s prayer s , 1 a s a ge neral worker another as a crcche 
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assistant while only 2 were employed as mandores (See 
Table 5) . 
TABLE 5 OCCUPATIONAL BREAKDOWN OF RESPONDENTS 
OCCUPATION NUMBER % 
WEEDERS 6 40 
OIL PALM CARRIERS 3 20 
SPRAYERS 2 13 
MANDORES 2 13 
GENERAL WORKERS 1 7 
CRECBE l\SSIST/\NTS 1 7 
TOTAL 15 100 
For all these wome n , their day begins at dawn . Most of 
them wake up betwee n 5 to 5. 30 am. After breakfast , they 
dress for work , usunlly wearing two to three layer s of 
clothing as protection from the blazing sun and knee 
length boots which are suitable for estate work. By 6.15 
am they assemble in front of the Divi s ional Office where 
their attendance is taken. By 6 . 45 am they are sent to 
their respect ive places of work, either by trailers or 
by motorcycles , riding pillion with their husbands or 
children . 
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Working hours are long and tiring. Except for 
a n hours ' break for lunch , the women workers have to be 
on their feet the whole day. While at work they must be 
on guard at all times as the mandores , field conductors 
and occasionally the senior assistants or the manager 
himself are on patrol , making sure that no one is idling 
on the job. The task designated to these women can be 
considered quite tough . They are e xpected to carry heavy 
loads in the course of performing their duties . For 
example , those who work with the manuring gang have to 
carry the heavy bags of manure while the sprayers have 
to carry the heavy spray- pumps on their backs. Most of 
the times they have to cover a very large area within 
the stipulated working hour s carrying these heavy l oads . 
Furthermor e , the sco rching s un and at times heavy rain 
does not make their task s any easier . Moreover , the 
trailers that are supposed to pick them up after work at 
2. 30 pm are not always on time . Occasionally they have 
to wait for hours stranded at their work site . 
Besides all these, the women also have to 
contend with various occ upational hazards . Boarding the 
trailers and lorries that take them to their places of 
work is by itself a difficult rask . Since these trailers 
and lorries are quite high , women have to climb up these 
vehicles by themselves and a sma ll slip can result in 
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bodily injury. In addition , travelling in these vehicles 
can be very hazardous particularly to pregnant women. 
The drivers usually travel very fast regardless of the 
potential danger to women passengers in their vehicles 
in the event of an accident . 
In the fields the use of pesticides poses 
another potential hazard . Though these women are 
provided with adequate protective gear , they are however 
quite ignorant with regards to its i mpo rtance and as 
such normalJy neglect using them. Furthermore , the 
management does not strictly enforce the usage of these 
protective gears . As a result of this negli ge nc e , the 
constant expos ure to such toxic chemicals could l ead to 
various forms of hcallh problems notably skin and 
respiratory ailments . These workers are also exposed to 
various natural hazards in the fields . This might be in 
the form of poisonous s nake s , scorp ion s , centipedes , 
wild boars and even wild elephants. 
Bearing in mind all these hazards that women 
workers face daily , the management has made efforts to 
ensu re proper medical attention for them. For example , 
it is compulsory for sprayers to undergo a monthly 
medical check - up at the estate ' s clinic . However , how 
far these check-ups are complete and reliable is not 
known . In the event of a major accident patients must be 
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sent to a nearest district hospital which is more than 
40 kilometres away . Thus the adequacy of the medical 
facilities provided is questionable . 
In the event of serious injuries or dis -
ablement due to accidents at work , most of the women 
workers were unaware of the proper procedures involved 
in making compensatory claims. Furthermore , not a single 
respondent was aware of their right s as provided by the 
Employment Act , 1955 (Act 265) . 
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3.3 Women and Domest ic Work 
Domestic labour can be defined as the work 
necessary for the maintenance of a home. This would 
include the raising of children , cooking , cleaning , 
laundering, etc . In this context it can be sa i d that a ll 
respondents were domestic workers . The only differences 
that existed among these respondents were that some of 
them had the added responsibility of being wage earners 
as well. Women involved with domestic labour in Ladang 
Cha 'ah can be divided into two categories name l y; 
i) Full-time housewives 
ii) Working women 
I n Ladang Cha 'ah , the wiv es of the management staff were 
all f ull-time housewives . ~s such they were normally the 
prime domestic workers in their homes . Though these 
women have to cope with the same amou nt of domestic 
chores as the second catego r y , they can be considered 
better off than the labour class . This is because they 
are in a position to employ a domestic he lper usually 
from the labour class if they so desire . They can also 
afford to buy various labour and time saving appliances 
to ease their domestic work load such as washing 
machines , microwave ovens , blenders , etc. Furthermore , 
the ma nagement provides this category with a general 
worker who handles the garden ing and general maintenance 
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work around the house. In addition, the management also 
provides special allowance for post - natal women to 
employ domestic servants. A day in the life of Padmini , 
the wife of a senior field conductor , can be applied to 
describe women in this category. 
Padmini' s day begins around six to seven in the 
morning. Her first duty for the day would be to 
prepare breakfast for her family which includes her 
husband and her school -going son. Most of Padmini ' s 
household chores are left to the responsibility of a 
young girl , a Form three drop- out , whom she has 
adopted. The girl is the daughter of a labourer in 
the estate. The duties of this young gir l includes 
cleaning, washing and assisting Padmini in the 
kitchen. For Padmini , her mornings are spent in the 
kitchen, cooking for her family. Normally this is 
accomplished by eleven thirty am. From then on , 
Padrnini is usually quite free. She takes a nap in the 
afternoons while her evenings are spent gardening, 
reading newspapers, watching television or video 
progranunes. Besides this, she occasionally prepares 
snacks for tea and cooks dinner. Padrnini goes to bed 
at around eleven o'clock. 
The preced ing case-study shows that the women from the 
higher economic strata within the estate , have more time 
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in hand as well as are financially equipped to ease 
their domestic work - load . In Padmini ' s case , her 
hu sba nd earns $1 000 - $1200 per month and they do 
maintain an expensive life- style. For instance , Padmini 
and her family have travelled throughout Malaysia as 
well as Singapore , Sri Lanka and India . She also has a 
daughter studyin g ab road. In addition, Padmini has an 
e xpensive hobby collecting statues , antique s , brass and 
silverwares . Thus for these wome n of the staff class , 
their husbands were the source of economic security and 
socia l status . Their self-identity depends on the social 
position oC their husbands . 
In contrast , housewives from the labour class 
do not enjoy s uch high social status . Though they do 
have ample time to accomplish all household c hores at 
their own pace , they are not f i nan cial ly equipped to 
employ domest ic he l p or to buy labour saving appliances . 
As s uch they us ually have to manage household chores on 
their own . The following case -study on Indra clearly 
depicts how housewives from the labour - class handl e 
their domestic chores . 
Indra ' s husband, as well as her three school-going 
children have to leave the house by six am. As such, 
she has to make sure that breakfast i s ready for 
everyone by five forty-five am. In addition, she also 
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has to perpare and pack snacks for them. Thus this is 
her first duty for the day. Once they leave , Indra 
goes back bed and gets up again only at around eight 
thirty am. Then onwards, she begins tackling all 
other chores for the day. This includes caring for 
her one year old son as well as cooking , washing 
clothes and general house cleaning. Normally she 
completes her work by one pm. Once she has put her 
son to bed for his afternoon nap, she does a 1 ittle 
sewing while waiting for her husband and children to 
return home. After having lunch with her family she 
washes up and takes a nap til 1 four pm. The next two 
hours are spent preparing tea for her family as well 
as bathing her children and folding clothes. Usually 
she is quite free from six thirty pm onwards and she 
spends her time talking with her neighbours or 
watching t elevision. Once dinner is over, s he does 
the dishes and sews til 1 around eleven or midnight. 
Therefore it can be seen that fo r non-working women from 
the labour - group , time is seldom a problem and in fact 
they do have s ufficient leisure time . I n Indra ' s case , 
she spends her leisure hours rather constructively as 
the sewi ng she does for her neighbours generates an 
income of $20 - $30 monthly. 
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As for working women from the labour class , 
their tasks are significantly heavier . They play a dual 
role in their respective families as they are the prime 
domest ic workers in their homes as well as being income 
earners for the family . The pressures on these women are 
greater because they now have to exert so much more to 
keep the i r household a nd their jobs runnin g smoot hly . 
Psychologically too , these women are und er intense 
stress and strain , associated with this double res-
ponsibility . The hectic daily routine of Bharat hi , a 
sprayer in the estate is representative of women in this 
category. 
From the moment she comes back from work , Bharathi 
has hardly any time to rest. Since all her four 
children a re schooling in the afternoon, she has no 
one to assist her in her danestic chores. She begins 
her task by making t he beds which is followed by 
cleaning, washing dishes and doing the laundry. All 
these tasks take about three hours and f rorn five 
thirty onwards she has to start perparing the fami ly 
meal. Once that is done, she has just enough time to 
have her bath and conduct her daily prayer , before 
starting to serve dinner for her family. After doing 
the dishes, Bharathi's final chore for the day would 
be to collect and fold the clothes that had been put 
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to dry. She is nonnally free after ten pm and though 
she does spend time in front of the television, 
usually she is too exhausted to enjoy the T.V. 
prograrnnes. Furthermore, she has to retire to bed by 
eleven as she has to be up as early as five in the 
following morning. 
In comparison to full - time housewives , it is obvious 
that working wome n from the labour class have hardly any 
time for littl e else except work the whole day . Their 
position is further aggravated by their low financial 
status , since they are unable to employ any domestic 
helpers even though it is absolutely necessary in some 
cases . Except for some women who have older children to 
assist with hou sework , most of them have to manag e all 
domestic chores on their own . Furthermore , besides the 
mandatory maternity leave and allowance , the management 
does not provide any special allowance during post-natal 
periods as in the case of women who are wive s o f 
management staff . Most of the working women in Ladang 
Cha ' ah had a relatively similar pattern of daily 
routine. This is descr i bed in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6 DAILY ROUTINE FOR WORKING WOMEN 
TIME 
5 . 00 am - 5 . 30 am 
5 . 30 am - 6 . 00 am 
6 . 00 am - 6 . 30 am 
6.30 am - 6 . 45 am 
6 . 45 am - 7 . 00 am 
11. 30 am - 12. 00 pm 
2. 30 pm 
2. 30 pm - 3 . 00 pm 
3 . 00 pm - 4 . 30 pm 
4. 30 pm - 6 . 00 pm 
6 . 00 pm - 8 .00 pm 
8 . 00 pm - 9 . 00 pm 
9 .00 pm - 11.00 pm 
11 . 00 pm - 11 . 30 pm 
ACTIVITY 
Waking hour 
Breakfast , Pack lunch for work , 
Dress for work 
Report for duty at Divisional 
Off ice 
Leave fo r place of work 
Work begins in the field 
Lunch break 
Work ends 
Tea and short rest or nap 
Washing clothes/dishes , general 
cleaning 
Cooking 
Bath , Prayers , Watering Plants , 
Gardeni ng 
Dinne r , Wash Di s hes , Put children 
to bed 
Leisure , T. V. /v i deo or reading 
papers , etc . 
Retire to bed 
It is thu s clear that women play a major role 
in the day to da y r unning of the hou sehold . As such 
their role as a domest ic work e r is that of utmost 
importance for the smoot h maintenance of the family even 
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when participating in economic production. However this 
role places on them a whole range of restrictions with 
regards to their interaction with the wider society as 
in the case of working women of the labour group. As for 
non-working women of the labour class , it is more a 
problem of financial constraints and lack of mobility. 
Rohana Ariffin also expressed the preceeding situation 
very succintly in a paper entitled "Exploitation of 
Women" : 
Being a full-time housewife is hard work but not 
challenging mentally. Doing work within the four 
walls of the house does not provide much stimulus of 
wider interest outside the house. Domestic activities 
are of very limited range that do not allow for much 
expression of qualities of intellect or personality 
••• The restriction of the housewife could thus be 
more of a psychological nature than a physical one. ~ 
housewife does not develop personally because of the 
lack of stimulating environment and the limited 
nature of housework. 
{Rohana ~riffin , 1979 : 5) 
However, the problems of the labour class women are 
usually not faced by the women of the staff class as 
they have the financial means as well as the physical 
mobility to participate and interact in wider society 
beyond the borders of the estate. 
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3. 4 Women And Leisure 
Leisure activities for the women of this 
estate range from listening to the radio , watching tele -
vision or video programmes , gardening , sewing , reading 
newspapers or magazines and playing with young ones . 
Bes ides this , some do spe nd their le i sure time shopp i ng 
or visiting friends or neighbours while others indu l ge 
in s uch creative hobbies as floral arrangements , 
crochet , knitting , macrami and so on . 
Aroun d one fourth of the r espondents we re 
quite involved in religious activities and normally 
spe nt most of their leisure hours attending religious 
functions and gatherings . To these women , s uch functions 
served a dual purpo se as they arc no t only performing 
their religious duties but they can also use this 
opportunity to socialize with other people from the same 
or different estates . Tabulated below are the various 
forms of l e isure activities for women in Ladang Cha'ah . 
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TABLE 7 LEISURE ACTIVITY AMONG RESPONDENTS 
LEISURE ACTIVITY NO . OF RESPONDENTS % 
TV/VIDEO/RADIO 44 98 
NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES 29 64 
GARDENING 19 42 
SEWING 15 33 
CROCHET/MACRAMI 3 6 
BAKING 2 4 
GAMES/SPORTS 0 0 
POLITICS 0 0 
RELIGIOUS 1\CTIVI'l'Y 11 24 
VISITING FRIENDS/ 9 20 
RELATIVES 
TRAVELLING 10 22 
It wa s found that non e of the respondents 
were involved in any form of sparts activities. Though a 
majority of them were members of the National Union of 
Plantation Workers (NUPW) , none were directly involved 
nor showed keen interest in Union activities. In fact 60 
per cent of the respondents were completely ignorant of 
the functions and activities of the NUPW . Most of them 
were members only because they hoped to get some form of 
financial aid for their school - going children . As for 
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politics the only form of participation observed was 
being docile members of the Malaysian Indian Congress 
(MIC) and voting in the General Elections. Besides that , 
most of them knew next to nothing about politics. 
Women in the plantation sector do not participate as 
actively, as do their men in affairs outside the home 
like politics and labour unions. Their participation 
is always hindered by male dominance i n these 
organizations, such that their roles here are never 
given consideration. Furthermore women have little 
time or energy to spare to participate actively in 
these movements. 
(Oorjitharn, 1983 :13) 
The economic positions of wome n in Ladang Cha ' ah play a 
major role in determining their leisure activities. The 
following two case studies shows some of the differences 
that exist between women of the staff and labour class 
in terms of leisure activities. 
CASE 1 : 
Sarojini is the spouse of an estate sLaff. nejng a 
full-time houaewife , Sarojini does have a lot of 
free-time in hand. For her and her family leisure 
usually means travelling out of the estate since they 
have a family car. This includes visiting friends or 
relatives in nearby towns and holidaying to other 
parts of the country. In addition she has also 
travel led abroad with her family. When not 
travelling , Sarojini ' s leisure hours are spent 
knitting, gardening or watching television/video 
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programmes. At times she accompanies her husband to 
the club- house in the estate which i s exclusive for 
members of the management staff only. 
CASE 2 : 
For Kamala, the wife of a harvester, her life mainly 
revolves around her husband and five children. Be ing 
a full -time housewife she does have a lot of leisure 
time. Her leisure activities are mainly watching 
television or video programmes, besides doing a 
little ga rdening. Though she likes to lravel to visit 
her (riends and relatives O L just (or holiday 
purposes, she i s not able to do so due to financial 
constraints. In fact , she hardly venLures out o( Lhe 
estate with or without her family except on tore 
occas i ons like during the festj ve seasons . 
Furthermore, a major portion of her J cisure period is 
spent on making and sell ing i ce-cream and Indian 
del icacies. She does this in an effort to supplement 
the (amily income since it is quite difficult for her 
to be a full-time wage ea rner as she is a sickly 
person and has five young children to take care of at 
hanc . 
From thece two case st udies , it can be assumed that 
lravelJing io one of the major forms of l eisure activ)ty 
f or wome n of Lhc higher cco nomJc nL r oLo w1 t. hin the 
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estate . In most cases , women from this group do travel 
quite frequently either for shopping or visiting 
purposes . Distance and the rather remote setting of the 
estate is not a problem for the majority of them since 
their spouses usually owned cars . In the case of women 
from the labour group , their leisure activities are is 
normally confined within the boundaries of the estate. 
Eve n though many had expressed the desire to travel out 
of the estate , in most cases they neither possessed cars 
nor the financial means to do so . Hence , it is evident 
that the economic background of the s e women play an 
important role in the kind of activity they indulge in . 
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CHAPTER 4 
4 . WOMEN AND EDUCATION 
4.1 Introduction 
Education here refers essentially to the 
p r ocess of formal instruction which is carried out in 
i nstitutions of learni ng such as schools , colleges and 
un iversities . Thus , education in this context mea ns 
educationa l attainme nt or more specifically the numbe r 
of years schooling a person has completed . It may also 
refer to the certificates , diploma or degrees he has 
obtained duri ng the process. 8ducation<:1l attainment in 
this se nse has genetally been vety poor among lhc 
I ndia ns of the plantation sector in Malay s ia . Studie s 
conducted by the government e .g. Murad Report and socio-
economic studies by the Socio-economJc Research Unit 
(SERU) have indicated that the lowest rate in school 
reg i stration and the highest drop- out r,ates were among 
the I ndians i n Malaysia . 
The drop-out rate within the primary school years i s 
substantially higher than the other two groups; more 
I ndian youths drop out during t he primary school 
years than do Malay or Chinese youths. 
(Murad Report ,1973 :19) 
The educational problems of t he I ndia ns are 
cloocly related to the socio- economic problems that are 
encounlc-rcd by thiG community (See Marirnuth u, 1981 : 3) . 
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This chapter will attempt to discuss the educational 
attainment of the Indian women in Ladang Cha ' ah in 
relation to these socio-economic problems. 
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4.2 Educational Atta inment of Respondents 
In general the educational attainme nt among 
most of my respondents was quite low. This is evident 
from the fact that only 27 per cent of my respondents 
had go ne beyond t he primary l eve l of education. In 
addition , out of the remaining 73 per cent , about 60 pe r 
ce nt hav e either completed thei r primary ed ucation or 
have had some years of primary schooling while the re s t 
had no form of fo rmal education at all . Furthermore from 
the 27 per cent of repondents who had r eached seconda ry 
education, none have passed the Malaysian Certi(icatc of 
Ed ucation (MCE ) or gone beyond Form five (Sec Table 0) . 
TABLE 8 : EDUCl\'l'IONl\L J,EyEr. AMONG :rim 
SAMPLE WOMEN 
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL NO . OF RESPONDEN'l'S 
TERTIARY 0 
UPPER SECONDARY 1 
LOWER SECONDARY 11 
PRIMARY (ENGLISH 5 
MEDIUM) 
PRIMARY (TAMIL 22 
MEDIUM) 
NO SCHOOLING 6 
TOTAL 45 
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Di fferences in educational acheivement was also obse r ved 
between the wome n of the staff class a nd the labou r 
class. This is indicated i n the table below. 
TABLE 9 : EDUCATIONAL LEVEL BETWEEN THE LABOUR 
CLASS AND THE STAFF CLASS 
EDUCATIONAL 
LEVEL 
TERTIARY 
UPPI::R SECONl)ARY 
LOWER SECONDARY 
PIHMAllY (ENGL l S il 
MEDIUM ) 
PRIMARY (TAMIL 
MEDIUM ) 
NO SCHOOLING 
TOTAL 
LABOUR 
CLASS 
0 
0 
7 
) 
16 
6 
30 
% 
0 
0 
21 
53 
27 
100 
STAFF 
CLASS 
0 
l 
4 
6 
0 
15 
% 
0 
7 
7. 7 
27 
39 
0 
100 
Table 9 shows the educational attainme nt of women of the 
staff g roup was higher tha n that of the labour group. 
While all respondents of the s t aff class have had some 
form of formal sc hooling , it was fo un d that about 20 pe r 
ce n t of the labour class have neve r bee n t o s ch oo l. 
There arc al s o evident variations in type of schools 
attended between the 2 classes of responde nts . J\ higher 
p re ntaqe of wom C' n from t he n af f group an compar cl 
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wi th women of the labou r group have attended Eng li sh 
med ium schools , while a majority of women f r om the 
labour class have attended Tamil medium schools . This 
difference is closely related to the place of origin of 
respondents . It was found that 84 per cent of the res -
po ndents originated from rural areas while from the 
remaini ng 16 per cent who originated from urban areas , a 
majority of them were from the s taff group {See Table 
10) . Those who came from urban are a s attended school s 
which were normally better facilitated compared to the 
schools in rural area s . Thi s factor naturally ha s a 
corresponding effect on educational achievements . 
TABLE 10 
ENVIRONMENT 
RURAL 
URBJ\N 
TOTAL 
FORMER ENVIRONMENT OF OlUGJ.N 
LABOUR 
CLASS 
28 
2 
30 
93 
7 
100 
S'l'/\FF 
CL/\SS 
10 
5 
15 
67 
33 
100 
Therefore two conclusions from the data g i ve n t hus far 
is that the educational achievements of wome n from 
Ladang Cha ' ah i s generally low and that there is a 
noticeable di ocrcpancy in terms of educnlional 
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attainment between the women from the staff and labour 
group . The following section will discuss the possible 
reasons contributing to this situation. 
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4.3 Factors Affecting Educational Attainment 
Basically the level of educational achieve-
ment among women of Ladang Cha ' ah is closely r elated to 
their socio- economic background . Poverty combined with 
the poor facilities of the schools attended among other 
reasons produced an educational climate which can only 
be described as inadequate. It i s in this socio- economic 
context that each of these problems will be viewed. 
4,3.1 Poverty 
The predominant factor affecting the 
ed ucational attainment of women from Ladang Cha ' ah is 
poverty. This is evident Crom the fact that the majority 
of respondents came Crom very poor fami 1 ic s . l\ s s uch 
their parents were financially handicapped to provide 
them with a sound education. This is s ub s lonlialcd by 
the fact that among the six respo nd e nt::> wh o hnd never 
been to school , five gave poverty as the main reason . 
Furthermore , the majority of respondents who had to stop 
schooling either after completi ng their primary 
education or after a few years at that level , cited 
financial difficulty as the main cause . In t he case of 
lhe five illiterate women , a ll of them had to work to 
supplement the meagre family income by the time they 
were around ten years old . Besides that , these women 
were a l no burdened with variou o hou ocho l cl chorC'n n · thin 
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tender age . Even those who had the privilege of going to 
school were not spared from doing household chores after 
school hours. Domestic chores like collecting firewood, 
fetching water from wells or rivers , washing , cleaning , 
cooking , taking food and water to pare nt s in their 
p lace s of work , caring for younger sibling s and so on 
were more often than not left to the responsibility of 
these young women . These wom e n had no choice but to 
assist in the household chores out of sheer economic 
necessity . Being burdened by s uch heavy duties , many of 
these women had to forego education and eve n for those 
who had the opportunity to altend sc hool , many were 
forced to quit after a few years due to parental 
pressure , as they were required to alleviate the heavy 
domestic work-load at home. 
In some cases unforscen circumslnnccs s uch os 
t he death of a sole income earner in the family had a 
major implication on the educational achievements of 
these women . For instance , the story of Radha who became 
a victim of such a circumstance 
Radha who was attending school , had to quit after the 
sudden death of her father , who was the sole bread 
winner for her family. With his death , her mother 
could not cope with the heavy burden of supporting 
Lh0 education o( Padha and her brothers . In Lhc 
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beginning, Radha was responsible for handling all the 
household chores while her rrother and brothers went 
to work. After a few years, Radha too started working 
in an effor t to supplement the family incane and she 
has been working ever since. Radha who is a 34 year 
old married woman now has 5 school-going children. 
For Radha , her illiterate state has been a handicap 
i n many s ituations in her 1 ife and as s uch she vows 
that she would ensure that her children are not 
deprived of a sound education. "I do not want my 
children to end up 1 ike me suffering in an cstale", 
she says. 
Radha ' s story is an indicati o n of how so me women were 
deprive d of a sound education due Lo poverly . Another 
responde n t gave a different version as Lo why s he quit 
school at 10 years of age . 
Saro' s pa re nts were very poor and they toiled the 
fields all day to feed her and her 12 brothers and 
sisters. Saro remembers her poor econanic background 
very vividly as she was teased in her school by other 
children for wearing torn uniform and shoes and she 
often got into fights with her school - mates for 
teasing her. Being unable to cope with t his teasing 
and aubGcquent fights, she finally quit after 4 years 
of ochool. Saro can read a Jjttlc but ohc cannot 
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write at all . For her the four years she spent in 
school was hardly an education at al 1. Al 1 she has 
are bitter memories of her school-going days. 
The different stories related by Radha and Saro shows 
that some women were deprived of an education through no 
fault of their own . They were just unfortunate to be 
born into poor families or were victims of fate . Thus it 
can be seen that poverty is an important factor for the 
high illiteracy and drop out rat es among the Indian 
women respondents . This poor financial background in-
advertent ly leads to poor diets and conscquenLly adverse 
health conditions . More often than noL malnutrition and 
worm infestations are rampant among thcDC' poor Cami lics , 
thereby affecting their phy s ical and intC'llcctual 
development (Marimuthu , 1981 : 4) . 
4. 3 . 2 I nadequate Educational facilities 
Schools , being the microcosm of soc iety , 
mirror the values , aspirations a nd hopes of the 
community in which they are located. For a large 
majority of my respondents , formal education began in 
Tamil medium schools . Since the majority of these Tamil 
schools are isolated in the plantations , they tend to be 
e nmeshed in the culture of the plantation . These schoo l s 
were usually small and had sub-standard and i ns ufficient 
cclucatlonaJ facil itico. 'I'he tcachcro cmp l oycci in then<' 
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schools usually had poor qualifications and inadequate 
training. Arasaratnam (1970) stated in his book "History 
of I ndians in Malaysia and Singapore" that , 
Very few estates would undergo the expenditure of em-
ploying teachers. Clerks , kanganys and even literate 
labourers would function as part-time teachers. 
(Arasaratnam,1970 : 26) 
Tamil school s were s o scatte red in sepa rate plantation 
worlds that initially it was considered impractical to 
recruit compete nt teachers part-time while permanent 
posting s wa s considered uneconomi cal . Eve n in cases 
where a permanent qualified t eac her was employed , the 
phenomenon o[ a si ngle teacher minding multiple cla sses 
prevailed . Further , there was se ldom any syolcmatic 
organization in most o[ these sc hool s . Thi s wu u aplly 
described in the book " Malay s ia ' s Fotgollcn People " by 
Colleta whi ch discusses the a nomalies in the o t gn ni-
zation of the Tamil Vernacular school s . 
There are usually no lib rar i es or reading rooms. 
Teachers keep a handful of text in their classroom 
cupboards to be drawn and shared , but even these 
books a re out-dated and insufficient in number. In 
observing the teaching- learning dynamics of the 
c l assroan, it appears that what is l earnt in a "rote" 
fashion , in an authoritarian manner , and often i s 
wiped out through lack of secondary enforcement in 
the heme environment. 
(Colleta,1975 : 100) 
for those wh o s urvived through this adverse educational 
climale in the primary level , adapting into the English 
medium secondary schoolc poocd a major problem . Those 
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women were faced with the problem of having to adapt to 
the linguistic differences as well as the multi-ethnic 
nature of the secondary schools . Among the 12 res -
pondents who reached the secondary level , 9 received 
thei r primary education in Tamil medium schools . Among 
these none made it into the upper secondary and each of 
them expressed the inability to adapt to the e ntirely 
new educational environment as the main cause for their 
failure . Most of them also added that the Remove classes 
they attended did not prepare them adequately to face 
the multi aspects o( Secondary education. Thi s situation 
is clearly described in the article e n t itled "Multi-
1 i n g u a 1 E d u c a t i on : t he o i s i n ha r j L .:i n cc o r t h •r nm i l 
Workers ' Child" by S. M.Ponniah who stated : 
These Tamil children who have but a very J imilcd nncl 
widely disparity coomand of English 01c oc.lmiLLcd Lo 
Remove classes to intensively s tudy English undc1 
teachers ill-qualified for such specialized teaching. 
Obviously, these pupils start their secondary school 
lives with a considerable handicap. Ha rdly unde r-
standing even the language in which they are taught, 
they drift on to Form Three where they inva riably 
drop out before the completion of even their Lower 
Secondary education. 
(S .M.Ponniah,1976 : 65) 
The only respondent who made it to the Upper Secondary 
did not pass the M.C. E. despite being privileged with 
English medium education throughout her schooling year s . 
Hence it can be concluded that the inadequacy 
of the Tamil Ve rnacula r ochoo l o ha o proved Lo be a moio1 
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hindrance in the pursuit of education for these women . 
Besides this , a vast majority of these women who enter 
schools are ill-prepared for school in terms of entering 
behaviour such as the minimum social linguistic , cog-
nitive and motor skills required owing to their un-
favourable socio-economic background. In addition the 
unfavourable attitudes of parents towards education does 
not help in providing the right kind of stimulus for 
the se wome n in achieving educationaJ exce ll e nce . The 
following section would deal with these preva l ent social 
attitudes among plantalion families . 
4,3 . 3 Soc i a l Attitudes 
For a large majo 1 ily oC Lhc rc opo nd c nl s who 
started Primary ed ucatio n , there was an abse nce or the 
environmental stimulus or push as patcnlill inlcteot in 
education was low . This wa s also observed by Daniel 
(1981) where he states , 
Most Indian parents of the estate do not provide 
motivation nor the necessary stimulation to enhance 
the educational achievement of the child. 
{Daniel ,1981 : 84) 
Therefore the primary school for most of t hem was their 
first experience and many are overwhelmed by the f i rst 
day in sc hool as they were ill-prepared for school in 
termo of entering behaviour. Besides this , some parent s 
viewed the school in an entirely different pccspcclivc 
Ll1on Lhat of an jnnt:iluLc for cducoLJon . Fo r l:l1 •111 , 
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sending their daughters to school was merely to have 
them looked after while they were working in the fields . 
Owing to their low socio-economic status , the school in 
the plantations are viewed merely as an extension of the 
c rec he . 
The Tamil schools in the plantations perform a cus-
todial f unction (or the function of a gate-keeper 
when the parents are away in the fie lds} rather than 
an instrumental function of facilitating social mo-
bility. Parents , teachers and pupils view the 
function of the school in this manner - a sojourn in 
the life-cycle of the plantation worker. 
(Marimuthu ,1981 : 5} 
In addition , some parents fell lhal it wa s more 
important to educate the male siblings because they were 
perceived as the future bread-winners , while their 
daughters were viewed merely as fulu1e wiv es and 
mothers . If a choice has to be made in a fumily because 
of limited fina nces , the chances arc thal lhe boys will 
be allowed to continue schoo ling a nd the girls ' 
education sacrificed. The girls wer e then often kept at 
home to assist in the household chores . 
Shantira who is one of the illiterate respondents in 
Ladang Cha 'ah did not have the opportunity to attend 
school because her parents did not consider educating her 
necessary. Owing to their low econanic status , they only 
oent her brother to school . As for Shantira, she was kept 
al home under the cJoE>c supe rvjsion of her mother who 
l<.1ught her how to be a good hou ncw if<' oncl mot ht' 1. 
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Shantira who now works as an oil palm carrier in Ladang 
Cha 'ah regrets that she was not given an opportunity to 
undergo formal cducntion. Her only wish is that her four 
school-going children are not deprived of the opportunity 
to go to school for any reason. However as far as 
Shanti ra is concerned, she feel s that she has done her 
part in sending her chil dren to school. Apart fr om 
nagging them to study daily, Shantira can do little else 
in motivating her children due Lo her ill iterate state. 
It was also noticed Lhat her home environment was not 
conducive fo1 studying. Bxccpt fot b<lsic living (urniturc 
there was no propct place Lo sLucly. Fut Lh~rmorc , the 
house was usually very noisy and Lh child ten h d lo do 
their studies sitting on the floor. 
The above case depicts a commo n aLtiLuda oJ ico-
pondents when it comes to educ~ting their childLcn. Just 
like their own parents , these women lack proper attitude 
in educating their children . Though most of the r es -
pondents a re now better aware of the importance of a 
sound education, they still fail to realise the 
important role of parents in inculcating a good attitude 
towards education among their children. Very often poor 
parents think that they are unable to help their 
children because they themse lve s are not educated . 
Normally these ochool-90J ng chjldrcn of the plonl Lion 
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lack parental guidance and thus their progress in school 
is left to their own initiative. Research evidence (See 
Marimuthu , 1981) show t hat children perform better when 
parents show greater concern a nd interest in their 
childrens ' education. 
Parental interest in education is low. There i s an 
absence of a proper place to study , the house is 
overcrowded, dimly lit, noisy, constant quarrels at 
home leading to family disorganization and discord 
and there is an absence of intelectual stimulus (in 
terms of availability of newspapers , magazines , 
books, etc.) and i nteract ion. The children a re 
largely left to their own choice s . No exlta 
educational support is available. The children grope 
in darkness that surrounds them. (Marimuthu ,1981 :8) 
Other reasons given by respondents which prevented them 
from continuing their education inc 1 udc p.:i rcnt-tcache r 
disputes , early marriages as wcl 1 as personal involve-
ment with male teachers . Thus it can be o' n that LhC'tJC 
unfavourable social att itud e s among porcnls had an 
adverse effect on the educational attainment of res-
pondent s . 
4.3.4 Physical Constraints 
The location of schools also plays a vital 
role in the education of children from the plantations . 
In this aspect , one of the main problems faced by 
plantation children is that after primary education , 
they hav e to go to secondary school s which are usually 
l ocaled outoidc the bordcro of Lhc p l a nt a ti onn. ln mon t 
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cases these schools are located fifteen to twenty miles 
away . A few respondents claimed that this distanc e was 
the major barrier in preventi ng t hem from furthering 
their secondary education . Ten responde nts who quit 
sc hool after Standard Six reveal ed that one of the 
reaso ns for them to s top schooling was because the 
nearest Secondary schools were many miles away . Since 
thei r parents could not afford Lo meet the daily 
travelling expe nses , many respondents had no choice but 
to quit . Furthermo r e , transport services i n and out of 
the estates were us ually unreli ab l e . I n addition some or 
these estates are located in flood-pro ne areas and these 
women had problems in getting to nc hool duri IHJ the 
monsoon seasons . One respondent c laimed that lhe cslate 
where her parents lived wa s rather remote ond du r i ng 
rai ny seasons the road leadi ng to the e s tate wlls often 
c ut-off due to the floods . Fearing for her sa fety , her 
parent s kept her away from school during t hese times . At 
times she had to miss classes fo r weeks at a st ret c h. 
This affected her performance in school and she fi na lly 
quit after one and a half years in Secondary school . 
Hence , physical constraint s can also be 
considered to be a factor in affecti ng the educational 
attainment of re spondents . 
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4. 4 Concl usion 
Low educational attainme nt has been one of 
the barriers in the advanceme nt and progress of the 
Indian women of the plantations . Many of these women had 
to grow up in the confines of an estate environment , 
cooped up in a small world , left with little avenue s for 
self -improv eme n t . A few who came from urban areas had 
the opportunity to achieve a higher level of education 
and consequently they enjoyed a bet ter standard of 
living , usuall y as wives of staffs. Such a disparity was 
studied by D.Jasbir Kaur in her article on "Differences 
of Educational Opportunity " where she concludes that 
girls atte nded schools in far less number s Lhan they 
should especially in the VernaculaL schools . She further 
states that dropout/wastage was higher amo ng Indi an 
girls compared to Indian boys , while girls in Lhc urba n 
a reas had a better chance of going to school tha n those 
in the rural areas (O.Jasbir Kaur , 1967 : 76) . 
Most respondents felt that their educational 
achievement played an importa nt role in determining 
thei r life partner. For those who were illite rate or of 
low educational achievement , normally they married men 
with a s imilar or slightly higher educatio nal 
background. These re spondents married men from the same 
or ncurby cstalco . Their childre n were bro ug ht up a nd 
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socialized with the same attitude and values as thei r 
own. This brought about a cultural continuity which has 
persisted through the ages . They also became fatal i s t ic 
in their approach to life due to lack of social 
mobility. As a con seq uence , they tend to believe in 
supe rnatura l powers to alleviate their sufferings , have 
reliance on other s with authority , be oriented towards 
the present , possess low self-concept and motivation and 
feelings of helplessness and despair . Many are actually 
unaware of their s ubordinate status in their soc iety and 
are oblivious to their exploited slate . 'l'radition and 
religious belief s st rengthen s and justifies their 
submissive and fatali stic attiludco. 
It has nCM been established that warcn arc in no way 
i nferior to men and that the differences in their 
academic and professional achievements arc due mainly 
to lack of adequate opportunities or Lo inf lucncc of 
t raditional cultural patterns. 
(~ggarwal , 1976 : 50) 
The profit oriented capitalistic system on the other 
hand benefits highly due to the v ul nerab i l i ty of these 
women . Their low level of ed uca ti on i s def ini tely a n 
added advantage to this econom i c system. 
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CHAPTER 5 
5 . STATUS OF WOMEN 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter will e xam ine the status of the 
India n wome n of the plantati on in light of data 
discussed in the previous chapters and drawing from t he 
theoretical perspectives reviewed in Chapter 1. In this 
context sta tus refers to the position or rank of the 
India n wome n in relatio n to others in their soc io-
eco no mic existe nce . The basic contentio n of this 
research has been to s how that the women in the estates 
s uffer from low socio-economic stal un. Thia ha o been 
positively proven by the re s ult s of the p resent analysis 
in line with Neo-Marxist theories on Lhc slolus or wome n 
in a capitalis tic economy . 
The ascription of gender roles to men and women 
directly distributes tasks and personality traits 
which g ive differential access to the s carce 
resources of society , produc ing conditions which 
reinforce the system of differentiation. This 
division of labour by sex which is a characteri stic 
of all societies produces a system of gender-role 
stratification wherein men are assigned the positions 
of prestige and power, whilst the wanen are generally 
excluded f ran them. 
(O 'Brien,1979 :14) 
Most studie s conducted on Indian women i n Malays ia had 
ohown that their seconda ry positions i n the society are 
rc l alcd to g<~ndcr baocd idcoJogieo , pat r i a rchy nnd Lh 
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capitalistic system which allows for discrim inatory 
structure in their socio- econmic positions . In the 
following sections , it is these differences in status 
which will be explored in depth. 
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5.2 St atus of Women and India n Cu l ture 
Patriarchal overtones of the Indian culture 
strengthens the discrepancy of status between the sexes 
whereby relationships between male and female is in 
terms of s uper-ordinate and subordinate relations. This 
simply means that the Indian culture s upport s male 
dominance a nd female submissiveness. From young, Indian 
girls are taught to associate values s uch as discipline , 
power and st rength with male figure s while wome n we re 
usually associated with domestic work, childbearing , and 
areas related to it . Thus even in the process of their 
soc ialization they are inculcated with the values of 
male s upremacy and female inferiority. Thi a ideology is 
further strengthe ned by their religious belicfa. 
The majority of the respondent s wore Jtlndu o. 
It appears that the I ndian culture ts closely inter-
twi ned with Hindui sm. In other words there is no clear 
line separati ng Hindu religion from Hindu culture . 
Patriarchal values are also practised in the t emples and 
within the homes of the Hindu families . The Hindu Temple 
is a very important institution within most estates 
where various ceremonies and daily prayers are 
conducted. This includes rite s pertaining to birth , 
death , puberty and marriage. In practically all 
r e 1 i g i o u o cc r cm on i e o the m c n f o 1 k a r a u o 1rn 1 I y tic c- C) 1 <l <'cl 
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the honour and respect in performing the rites and 
rituals . This is because women are often associated with 
' imp u rities ' and as such are not encouraged to par -
ticipate directly in matters sanctioned by religion . 
Even within the homes of the Hindu families , usually the 
males are accorded a similar honour a nd respect . Hence , 
it can be seen that male supremacy is further propagated 
by Hi ndu religious practices . Thi s places the Hindu 
woma n in a secondary position . Although she may par.-
ticipate actively she can never acquire a religious 
status above that of a man . A s urpri s ing feature here is 
that in ancient India , in the early Vedic ages , women 
seem to have enjoyed equal right s wilh men . The wife and 
husband being equal half of one subs tance were regarded 
equal i n every respect and both took cqua1 pnrl in all 
d u t i e s - r e 1 i g i o u s a n d s o c i a J • 'l' h i s i s t h e i d e a 
expressed i n Book 5 , Hymn 61 and verse 8 of the Rig 
Veda . Thus it appears that the position of the Indian 
women has gradually eroded since the Vedic period . For 
example Kapur(l978 : 110) claims that : 
Waren by and large held equal status with men in the 
home and in society till 300 B.C. However due to 
certain socio-ccul tural and political factors , the 
status of the Indian wcmen gradually began to decline 
after this period. 
Kapur further s tates that the position of women in India 
begun lo improv e around th e beginning of Lhc 19th c<'n-
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tury due to the effort of social reformers and pro-
gressive religious leaders . However, the improvement in 
the situation of working class women was by comparison 
the slowest . As such , it is clear that the deteriorating 
status of women which occured after the Vedic period is 
inherent in the present day Indian women of Malaysian 
plantations since they are descendants of this Tamil 
worki ng class from India . Some of the traditional 
cultural a nd religious values and practices have 
hindered socio-economic progress and development of 
these women in the plantations. Unlike their sisters in 
the urban areas who are more prone to adaptations due to 
the process of industrialisation and modcrniootion , Lhc 
women of the plantations are still strongly bound by the 
restrictions of traditional Indian culture . 'l'hio han to 
a certain extent conttributed tow~rds the 1 ow status of 
women in the plantations. 
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5. 3 Status of Women and Work 
Though women had laboured outside and within 
the homes since time immemorial , they are seldom given 
the due recognition or rewards . Women today have become 
i nc ome ear ners and participate actively in production 
systems in the economy . However the traditional image of 
women as wives and mothers and that her place is in the 
home is to many an ideal image . Such a patriarchal 
ideology embedded within the I ndian culture has compli-
me nt ed the capitalistic environme nt of the plantation 
ind us t r y in Mal a y s i a . I\ s It a rt man ( 19 7 6 : 15 7 ) st u t cs : 
According to the patriarchal view , women ' s 
subordinate position i n production and society 
generally derives from the desire of men to daninotc 
women, and men 's ability to create and pcrpcluate 
social institutions which support and enforce thin 
social relation. In this view, the hie 1 och ichn 1 
sexual relations and structuring of society in which 
men opress women , preceeded the dcvc lopmcnL of 
capitalism. 
Patriarchal idelogy declares that t he man is the head of 
hou sehold . Though women have broken many a barrier in 
trying to achieve equal status with her male counter-
parts , this ideology still holds sway in many societies. 
This is evide nt among the Indians in the plantations . 
Women are still recognised based on their gender 
appropriate social roles as mother , wif e and hou se -
keeper . lier place is said to be t he home a nd her duties 
t o o c r v <' L h c m c n a n d t o b c a r c h 1 1 ll r c n • '1 ' h i n 1 d c o 1 o CJ y ha o 
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contributed to their relative powerlessness in their 
society. When women ' s activities were restricted to the 
home they become socially and economically dependent on 
their husbands and sons who were income earners for the 
families . Thus there was sepa ration in roles where women 
fu nctio ned in the private domain while the men 
fu nctioned in the public domain. Such differences based 
upon biological differences between men and women is 
known as "sex role " a nd "gender role " st ratification. 
The active participation of men in the public domain 
further propagated their power and p re st ige while the 
women were subj ugated to male dominance within their 
homes . 
In Ladang Cha ' ah the non-working women seem 
to suffe r from a lower status compared Lo thcjr working 
counterparts . This is because they we re al mosl totally 
dependent on their husbands economically. This gives an 
added sense of power and authority to the working men as 
the very existence of their wives and children depends 
heavily on their financial contributions . Hence this 
allows for them to dictate and rule the lives of women 
under their care. Being in such a position some of these 
women were exploited and treated quite unfairly . Some of 
themL have been victims of wife-battering , adul tery and 
vc rl)al aooaulto . Furthermore , jn cancn or vio1cnL fiqhl o 
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and brawl s within the homes the women normally have to 
bear the b r unt of the irresponsible actions of the 
menfolk . I n addition , some women had to provide for the 
drinking and gambling habits of thei r hu sbands and at 
times also have to set tle their debts . Thus it can be 
s aid that the domestic contributions of the non-working 
wome n of Ladang Cha ' ah is not give n due recognition . 
Most of the times , these women have to cope with the 
daily boring routine of housework all by themselves 
except in cases where there a re older children t o assist 
them. As for the men a vast majority or them are ashamed 
to indulg e in a ny form of housework si nce it i s con-
side red to be rather unmasculinc . Fu rthe r mo t e , Lhc wome n 
themselves have been socialised to accept t he fact that 
their primary role i s that of a wife and mother . An such 
normally their contributions to household acLivi lies arc 
taken for granted. Moreover , there is no monetary value 
placed on household chores and thus these full-tim e 
hou sewiv es receive nei ther pay , prestige nor power. On 
the other hand , the working women of Ladang Cha ' ah can 
be considered t o be of a s lightly higher status than 
their non-wo rk i ng counterparts . Though these women a re 
usually involved in low paying jobs , they a r e mor e 
economically independent . 
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The estate ' s occupational hierachy can be 
conceived in terms of the Marxian scheme of 
"bourgeoisie" (owners of production) and "proletariat " 
(those who have nothing to sell but their labour power) . 
Between these two classes there exists an upper middle 
class comprising of those who do not own the means of 
product i on but who ideologically and practically serve 
the interest of the bourgeoisie and run matters on their 
behalf (Weber , 1964 : 127) . The occupational struc ture in 
Ladang Cha ' ah can be considered to be similar to this 
str ucture of bourgeoi s ie , upper middle class a nd 
proletariat , whereby the managerial category are owner s 
of production , the staff category delegate dulico and 
run the production on behalf oC the management , whil e at 
the bottom, are the labourers who have nothing but their 
labour power to sell . Such a class society which exist 
in the plantation was inst rumental in creating a class 
concious environment in the estate . Amidst such an 
environment most of these working women have developed a 
feeling of inferiority complex since they are considered 
to be of low status within the estate . Almost all of 
theoc women held a high regard for all members of the 
management staff . This is bas i ca lly more out of fear 
than respec t oi nce it is a common view among the labour 
group lhat the management hao the prcroqativc lo employ 
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and retrench workers . As such , any form of dissatis -
faction with regards to working conditions and wages are 
hardly voiced out to the estate authorities . 
As was discussed in Chapter 3, there was also 
a clear sign of division of labour among the workers 
where gender-based excuses were used to exclude women 
from certain types of jobs. This is clearly demonstrated 
in the plantation economy whereby men dominated the 
higher occupational level or were given jobs that allows 
for better earning capacities. As Murdock (1967 : 167) 
points out 
Division of labour by sex which is a characteristic 
of all societies, produces a system o( gender-role 
stratification wherein men are gcnctally aooi9ncd the 
positions of prestige and po.ver. 
For example supervisory jobs s uch a s thnt of a mandorc 
are mainly dominated by men . There ore only Lwo female 
mandores and they only supervise femaJ e workers . More-
over , there was a discrepancy in wages paid to mandores 
according to sex , with female mandores earni ng about 
$100 less even though they perform the same duties as 
the male mandores . 
The majority of women who worked for a wage 
did so from real economic necessity . Apart from their 
traditionally a ss igned tasks of housework a nd child -
minding , thcoe wome n played the added role of being wage 
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earners . Despite the reality of a high proportion of 
women - married , single, widowed or divorced - par-
ticipating in the paid labour force and contributing to 
the economic well-being of their families or bearing 
prime responsibility for them , patriarchal ideology 
still persists . The attitude that a man is the "head of 
household" still holds sway in most cases . This i s also 
evident in the households where women a re contributors 
to the family purse . Though these women do enjoy 
considerable authority in the al location of resources 
and matters pertaining to the household , they have 
little or no political power as well as prestige within 
their homes . The inf 1 uencc or the pat t ia rcha l ideology 
leaves women in a secondary status especia lly in the 
presence of an earning male in the (ami ly he it n 
father , husband or son , who us ually ha s Lhc f inol say 
whe n it comes to decision making matters . Some of these 
women are still financ ially dependent on their husbands 
despite their earning capacity because the men control 
the family purse. Only 40 per cent of the working women 
had some "political" power within their homes . The 
r emai ning 60 pe r cent had minimal say , if any , despite 
their earning capacity. 
The fi nal category of respondents were wome n 
who wC'rc mc:rnbcro of lhc ota(f cl arm. 'rhouq h t lw nC' women 
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from the upper middle class came from similar social and 
cultural backgrounds as the women from the labour-group, 
it wa s observed that , by comparison , they enjoyed a 
better status of life. They held a position of prestige 
a nd sense of superior ity si nc e these women, who 
incidentally were all housewives , automatically acquired 
the "stat us" projected by their husbands or sons who 
belonged to the higher economic strata. Therefore, they 
e njoyed a better standard of living in terms of living 
conditions and fringe benefits. These women usually 
interacted between members of their own class while 
interaction with members of the labour group wa s very 
rare . This i s another sig n of the existe nc e o( class 
conciousness among the inhabitant s o( the cslate which 
is also graphically evident from the setllement potte r no 
in the estate . The labourers ' quurters arc sepa r ated 
from the bungalows of the ma na gement staff which are 
located on higher grounds . Hence , it can be said that 
between the two categories of women , there is a social 
s trati fication based on prestige , class conciousness , 
economic inequality and sta tus . 
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5.4 Status of Women and Education 
One of the main reasons for the low status of 
women in the plantations are their low educational 
achievements . Education is without a doubt very highly 
correlated with a job a person does si nce education is 
the bas i s for e ntry i nto most jobs . A person' s job i n 
t urn primarily determines his income as most derive 
t hei r income from their jobs . As Jasbir Sarjit Si ngh 
{1975 : 18) explains: 
The three factors - education, errploym:?nt and income, 
will determine to a great extent the prestige , 
influence and general li(c-style enjoyed by a person. 
Hence , it may be said that education is the primary 
determinant of the most irrportant aspects o( pcopl es' 
lives. Any disadvantage in education is a dis-
advantage in employment , income, social alalua , 
prestige, influence and power. 
Though various opportunities exist for those wilhout a n 
education , it still cannot be denied Lhat higher 
ed ucational attainment lead s to greater employment 
opportunitie s and somewhat improved social status. 
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the women of 
Ladang Cha'ah had very low educational atta inments and 
this had s trong implications on their lives . I t was 
observed that within the estate the me n dominated the 
more prestigious jobs such as managerial , staff and 
clerical whil e the wome n were placed in less prestigious 
a nd low-payin g jobo . The women were nol emp l oyed in 
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these skilled and semi- skilled work basicall y because 
they lack ed the necessary qualifications or 
certificates . There were various reasons for this 
generally poor educational attainment of women in Ladang 
Cha ' ah particularly those of the labour class . This 
includes reasons s uch as poverty , i nadequate educational 
facilities, improper attitude towards ed ucat ion and 
physical constra ints . In short , the disadvantaged social 
background had a negative effect on the educationa l 
achievement of these women. 
Among the respondents , t he women of the staff 
class showed a slightly higher l evel of ed ucational 
attainment in comparison with wome n of Lh 1Jbou r group. 
Thi s wa s beca use a higher perce ntage of Lhcm atte nded 
better facilitated schools i n urba n areas . ll owcvc t none 
of these women were involved in any formal work . Most of 
these wo me n did not wish to work in the estate ' s 
p roduction processes as they felt it would be degrading 
to work i n the fields or facto ry when they were wives of 
management staff . A few who showed interest in cler i cal 
work lacked the necessary qualifications while the rest 
were contented just being housewives as they were well 
provided and lived a comfo rtab l e life in the es tate . 
Higher educational attainment also seemed to 
have improved the maritc'.ll p r oopc>clo of t hcne wom n 011 i n 
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the case of women from the staff class . Due to their 
relative ly higher educational achievement these women 
had the opportunity to we d men from the same or higher 
socio-economic background as themselves. Whereas wome n 
of the labour group who normall y had a low level of 
educational attainment us ual ly married men from the same 
socio-economic background. Hence, educational attainment 
was see n as a mea ns to improve their socio-economic 
sta tus throu gh better marital p rospects . Therefore , it 
is evident that ed ucati o nal attai nm e nt plays a n 
important role in the socio-economic status of women in 
Ladang Cha 'a h. Women with highe r educational attainment 
occupied the higher ra nk in the csLatas ' socia l hicrachy 
whereas the majority of women with lower educational 
attainment belonged to the lower l abou r c l ass . 
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5. 5 Conclusion 
Indian women in the estates hold a low socio-
economic status. Though men and women are oppressed 
within the prof it-oriented ca pi ta 1 ist ic economy of the 
plantations , women are rel atively worse off . This is 
because , as estate workers they are the lowest paid and 
as domestic worker s they have to conte nd with patriar-
chal val ues which leaves them in a s ubordinate position. 
Inequalities between me n and wome n are related both to 
that of division of labour in the estates ' production 
and within the home where women arc assig ned pri me 
r espo ns ibility for domestic labo ur and childminding . 
These wome n ha ve limited tangc of intctcst b •yond Lhclt 
of their ho use hold and the cst.:itcs ' prod uctio n 
processes . Theirs is a n e nclosed wo rld wlth I ill l e 
ave nu es for personal development . M.:iny of them arc 
illiterate and are ignorant to their subordinate status 
in society . Most of them are exploited i n the economi c 
sec tor as well as in the domestic sec t or . Patriarchal 
ideology persists with a normative a nd value system 
which ba sica lly makes them doci l e , subse rvie nt and 
falalistic . /\ s a re s ult , they continue to face low 
l e vel s of aspirations and motivations. 
In retro spec t , it can be co ncluded that 
bC'oidco finding way r; and rncann lo abo J i o h a l 1 qencl<' t 
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based id eologies of the capitalistic economy in the 
plantation, the women themselve s are in dire need of a 
"mental revolution" which is hoped wil l help them out of 
the ir traditional approach to life . However it is 
evide nt that the pla ntation women are a neglected 
minority . It is thus the responsibility of the relevant 
authorities , soc ial groups , politica l organizations a s 
well as various women ' s organizations to delve into t he 
real problems (ac ed by these plantation women in a n 
effo rt to raise their socio-economic status in society. 
Blow Th~ Conch ! Danco In Joy ! 
Fo1' rlomen Is Swe<'lc>l' Than Life I tsel f : 
She ' s The PPot1•ect11ess of Life , 
And Creatri x Too , 
She 's The Life Of Our Life , 
And The Soul Of Sweetness . 
{Bharathiyarl 
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